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IMPORTANT! This brochure has been compiled by MBNZ to provide a general indication of the models available in New
Zealand. Some of the features, optional extras and/or colours shown may not be available in New Zealand or may only
be available in a particular specification. Additionally, some models, features, optional extras and/or colours may only be
available in combination with others. Some equipment depicted either on vehicle illustrations or separately may be non
- standard or options and may only, where applicable, be available at an additional cost. For current information on the
availability, design features and prices of all models, features, optional extras and/or colours available in New Zealand,
you should contact your authorised Mercedes-Benz Vans retailer at www.mercedes-benz.co.nz/vans
All of the information contained in this brochure was correct as at February 2021. However, the manufacturer reserves the
right to discontinue, make changes to design and specifications to vehicles or optional equipment without notice.
The

and the words Mercedes-Benz are registered trademarks of Daimler AG, Stuttgart, Germany

Mercedes-Benz New Zealand Limited, Level 3, Office Tower, 277 Broadway, Newmarket, NZ.
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Sprinter VS30 Range

MODELS

PANEL VAN 3 SEATS

CAB CHASSIS 3 SEATS

DUAL CAB CHASSIS 6 SEATS

SPRINTER SOLUTIONS 2 SEATS
- (LOCAL CONVERSION)*

Front Wheel Drive
Rear Wheel Drive
All-Wheel Drive (optional)

Front Wheel Drive
Rear Wheel Drive
All-Wheel Drive (optional)

Rear Wheel Drive
All-Wheel Drive (optional)

Rear Wheel Drive
All-Wheel Drive (optional)

Short Wheel Base (SWB)
Medium Wheel Base (MWB)
Long Wheel Base (LWB)
Extra Long Wheel Base (ELWB)

Medium Wheel Base (MWB)
Long Wheel Base (LWB)

Long Wheel Base (LWB)

Medium Wheel Base (MWB)
Long Wheel Base (LWB)
Extra Long Wheel Base (ELWB)

Drive

Length

Heights
Standard Roof
High Roof
Super High Roof

Standard Roof
High Roof

Engine
84 kW (114hp)
105 kW (143hp)
120 kW (163hp)
140 kW (190hp)

105 kW (143hp)
120 kW (163hp)
140 kW (190hp)

140 kW (190hp)

105 kW (143hp)
120 kW (163hp)
140 kW (190hp)

3490 kg
3550 Kg
4100 Kg
5000 kg
5500 kg (optional)

4100 kg
5000 kg
5500 kg (optional)

5000 kg
5500 kg (optional)

3490 kg
3550 kg
4100 kg
5000 kg

GVM

* Please contact your local Dealer.
This document is reference material only.
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MBUX - the Mercedes-Benz User
Experience infotainment system.
MBUX technology comes with a high resolution 7-inch touchscreen fitted as standard,
offering intuitive touch control. You can also upgrade to a 10.25-inch display with HD
resolution for additional features.
7-inch (standard) features
MBUX technology comes as standard in every Sprinter and offers a wealth of features:
• Works in conjunction with steering wheel touch pads, for quick and easy fingertip access
• High-resolution 7 inch touch screen (960 x 540 Pixel)
• AM/FM Radio with dual tuner
• Bluetooth connectivity with audio streaming and hands-free communication
• Smartphone integration via Android Auto® or Apple CarPlay®
• Multimedia interface for connecting mobile devices via one USB-C port
• 4 x 25 W power output, sound settings, separate volume settings for audio and telephone
• 2-way loudspeakers front

7-inch (standard)

10.25-inch (optional upgrade)

10.25-inch (optional upgrade) additional features
• 'Hey Mercedes', Voice Command Operation (LINGUATRONIC)
• Hard drive navigation incl. 3 years free map updates
• Multimedia-interface for connecting mobile devices via two USB-C ports.
• Multimedia unit in black piano lacquer
• Vents lined in matt silver
• Digital operator’s manual
• Improved hands-free speaker function
• Centerfill loudspeakers for improved sound characteristics and voice output
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Sixth Sense Safety - Standard
ESP®9i (Standard)
ESP9i consists of the following features:
Electronic Brake Prefill
If the driver's foot suddenly and rapidly moves off the accelerator, the brake
linings are lightly engaged to eliminate the air gap between the lining and disc.
This makes the full braking performance available for any potential braking.
EBD – electronic brake force distribution
This system distributes the brake pressure between front and rear axle to
stabilise the vehicle. EBD supports the anti-lock braking system in this way.
ABS – Anti-Lock Braking System
Helps to prevent the wheels from locking.
ASR – Acceleration Skid Reduction
Regulates wheelspin by intervening via the engine management and by braking
the driven wheels. A deactivation switch allows engine intervention to be
switched off at lower speeds and the slip threshold to be raised.

The adaptive Electronic Stability Program ESP version 9i has a better
braking performance in the wet (Brake Disc Wipe) and a faster braking
response (Electronic Brake Prefill) in an emergency than the preceding version.
Pedal feedback and noise characteristics have also improved:
®

Crosswind Assist
Helps prevent lateral displacement in the event of gusting side winds.
Brake Disc Wipe
In rainy conditions a slight cyclical brake pressure is built up. This wipes the
film of water from the brake discs, so that full braking performance is assured
in the event of hard braking.

BAS – Brake Assist System
Brake Assist identifies emergency braking situations on the basis of the speed
with which the brake pedal is actuated and supports the driver in emergency
braking by increasing the brake pressure.
ROM – Roll Over Mitigation
This system helps to detect rollover tendencies during manoeuvres a low
speed and high lateral acceleration.
RMI – Roll Movement Intervention
This system helps to detect rollover tendencies in dynamic manoeuvres and in
high-speed evasive manoeuvres with high lateral acceleration.

EUC – Enhanced Understeer Control
This system helps to stabilise the vehicle in the event of heavy understeer.
ESP® – trailer stabilisation (TSA - Trailer Stability Assist)
This system counteracts sinusoidal oscillations of the trailer in two phases.
Sensors monitor the amplitude of the swinging movements. As soon as they
detect an unstable situation, a first stabilising phase is initiated, consisting in
an asymmetrical braking intervention at the front axle, alternating on the left
and on the right sides. If this asymmetrical braking action proves insufficient,
the second phase is added to the first. In this second phase the vehicle is
slowed down by braking interventions at all four wheels and by an engine
torque reduction.
ESP®– Electronic Stability Program
ESP® interfaces with both the braking system and the engine management.
It continuously monitors the signals from the steering angle sensor, wheel
speed sensors, lateral acceleration sensor and yaw sensor, allowing it to
assist the driver if instability is detected. In critical situations, ESP® actively
intervenes via the engine management and braking system and assists the
driver by generating braking forces to restore directional stability. When ESP®
and ASR interventions are taking place, the ESP® warning light comes on in
the speedometer.
ELC - Easy Lane Changes
This system supports the driver while changing lanes, taking into account
the vehicle speed and load. The vehicle has a more neutral handling when
changing lanes, which means the burden on the driver can be relieved,
particularly on long trips.

LAC – Load Adaptive Control
This system helps determine the gross vehicle weight and supports the ESP
control function, depending on the vehicle load.

This document is reference material only.
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Active Brake Assist

Additional Sixth Sense Safety
- Standard
ACTIVE BRAKE ASSIST
Can detect a risk of collision with a vehicle in front,
giving a visual and audible warning signal. If the driver
fails to react, the system can actively support evasive
and braking manoeuvres. In city traffic, the system can
also react to stationary obstacles or pedestrians
crossing the road.
BLIND SPOT ASSIST#
Helps to monitor blind spots at the side of the van
more effectively.
Rear Cross Traffic Alert

(Additional function/part of the blind spot alert)

Warns the driver of traffic while reversing.
Exit Warning

(Additional function/part of the blind spot alert)

Warns the driver or passengers when exiting the
vehicle if an approaching vehicle is detected.
LANE KEEPING ASSIST^
Can warn the driver when the vehicle is unintentionally
drifting out of its lane.
REVERSING CAMERA*
A digital camera that allows for greater clarity.
The camera has three different modes (trailer view,
180 degree view and rear view) to choose from.
The dynamic steering lines are also especially
helpful when reverse parking.
ATTENTION ASSIST
Can help prevent nodding off at the wheel by
suggesting a break when fatigue or increased driver
inattention is detected.

HEADLIGHT ASSISTANT
The headlight assistant monitors the weather and
lighting conditions during a journey, and switches
the vehicle lights on or off as required. When lighting
conditions change rapidly, for example when driving
through tunnels, the assistance system can help the
driver and increase driving safety by switching on the
lights. The light sensor is located in the middle of the
windscreen. If the light measurements are below a
certain level, the system automatically switches on
the driving lights. If the measured values increase to
a certain level, the lights are switched off again.
HILL-START ASSIST
Hill-Start Assist is linked with ESP®, and prevents the
vehicle from rolling back when moving off on an uphill
gradient by maintaining the brake pressure when the
driver switches from the brake pedal to the accelerator.

Blind Spot Assist

Multifunction steering wheel

Keyless Start

HOLD FUNCTION (Only with Automomatic Gear Box)
It relieves the driver by holding the brake after a single
operation of the brake pedal. When the accelerator
pedal is activated, the HOLD function is deactivated.
RAIN SENSOR
Depending on the position of the windscreen wiper
combination stalk, the windscreen wipers are
automatically activated when required. The sensor aims
an infrared light beam at the windscreen at a defined
angle. The intensity with which the light is reflected back
depends on how wet the windscreen is. Based on the
amount of reflected light, the system adjusts the wiper
interval to anything from a single wipe to continuous
wiping. The sensing zone is heated to prevent ice and
condensation forming.

Chrome trim shown is non-standard.

Lane Keep Assist

#
Standard on Sprinter Solutions Models, Optional on Panel Vans. Not available on Cab Chassis and Dual Cab Chassis.
^ Standard on vehicles with GVM greater than 3.49t.
* Not available on Cab Chassis and Dual Cab Chassis
This document is reference material only.
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Active Distance Assist - DISTRONIC

Additional Sixth Sense Safety
- Optional
ACTIVE DISTANCE ASSIST DISTRONIC
The radar-based system automatically maintains the
distance to vehicles in front and can relieve the driver
during motorway trips or in stop-and-go traffic.
ACTIVE LANE KEEPING ASSIST
Can protect the driver from unintentionally leaving their
lane by actively correcting the vehicle and returning it
into its lane.
PARKING PACKAGE WITH 360° CAMERA*
The parking package with 360° camera assists the
driver while parking or turning the vehicle with its 360°
surround view and parking assistant. The 360° camera
makes the immediate surroundings of the vehicle visible
both with bird’s eye view and below the window line.
The camera system helps the driver recognise obstacles
while parking or turning.
TRAFFIC SIGN ASSIST
Provides relief to the driver with frequently changing
speed limits. This assistance system can register road
signs, such as speed limit, no entry and no passing
zones. It can recognise signs on the side of the road,
on overhead gantries and in construction sites. When
entering a road in the wrong direction the driver receives
an optical and acoustic warning. In addition, it is possible
to program a speed limit reminder so that the driver is
warned when speeding. The reminder may either be an
optical warning or both optical and acoustic.

LED, HIGH PERFORMANCE HEADLAMPS
Apart from giving the vehicle front a high-quality look the
LED high-performance headlamps illuminate the lane/
road evenly both with standard driving light and full beam.
The LED technology produces a pleasantly soft light and
due to the quantity of light sources the light distribution is
more homogenous compared to the halogen headlamps.
An additional advantage is the low direct glare for
oncoming traffic and other road users. The LED lights
also have a long lifespan and consume little power.
HIGHBEAM ASSIST PLUS
It supports the driver by continuously optimising
the illumination of the road ahead. Highbeam Assist
automatically switches the main beams on and off in line
with the traffic situation and thereby relieves the driver of
manually switching back and forth between main beams
and dipped beams.

360˚ Camera

LED Lights

Electric Seats

TRAY FOR SMARTPHONE INCL. WIRELESS CHARGING
Mobile devices can be stowed in the centre console
and charged without the need for additional plugs,
wires or brackets.
ELECTRIC SEATS
Electrically adjustable seats to meet individual comfort
requirements at the push of a button. Its highly ergonomic
design meets the criteria of the German AGR campaign
for healthier backs.
ELECTRIC PARKING BRAKE
Simply and conveniently operated via a button.

Wireless Charging

* Not available on Cab Chassis and Dual Cab Chassis.
This document is reference material only.
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Sprinter Panel Van

FWD | RWD
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Standard equipment

Panel Van (FWD | RWD)

Exterior

Interior (cont.)

Technical

Radiator grille frame in vehicle colour

Lashing eylets

Heavy-duty battery

Exterior mirror heated and electrically adjustable

Co-driver's seat double seat

Pre-installations electrical system PSM

Side marker lights

Full-width partition with 1 window

Terminal strip for electrical connection

Front mud flaps

Starting aid contact

Rear mud flaps

Safety

Charging package dashboard

Window in tailgate / Rear hinged doors

Active Brake Assist

Multi-button radio remote control

Lane Keeping Assist - standard on vehicles with GVM greater than 3.49t

Outside temperature indicator

Interior

ATTENTION ASSIST

Fuel Tank 65 Litre (FWD) | 71 Litre (RWD)

Keyless Start

ADAPTIVE Electronic Stability Program (ESP9i) incorporates:

Exhaust straight to chassis rear

Drive Select

- Hill-Start Assist
- Acceleration Skid Control (ASR)
- Brake Assist (BAS)
- Anti-locking Braking System (ABS)
- Crosswind Assist
- Electronic Brake Force
Distribution (EBD)
- Brake Disc Wipe

Fuel filter with water separator

Multifunction steering wheel
Height and rake adjustable steering wheel
MBUX multimedia system with 7-inch touch screen
Rear mirror inside
Shelf above windscreen

- Electronic Brake Prefill
- Enhanced Understeer Control (EUC)
- Load Adaptive Control (LAC)
- Roll-Over Mitigation (ROM)
- Roll Movement Intervention (RMI)
- ESP Trailer Stabilisation (TSA)
- Easy Lane Change (ELC)

Longitudinal member reinforcement
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission (FWD)
7G-TRONIC automatic transmission (RWD)
Engine Power take-off at front with carrier for additional
refrigerant Compressor (RWD only)

Reversing camera

Cup holders front

ECO start/stop function

Multi-button radio remote control

Stowage compartment underneath cockpit
Heat-insulating glass with band filter on windscreen
Heated rear window (FWD only)
Air conditioning semi-autom. controlled TEMPMATIC
Instrument cluster with colour display
Overhead control panel with 2 reading lamps
Cruise control
Adjustable driver and passenger seat

Seat belt reminder for co-driver seat

Load

Seat belt warning for driver's seat

Electrical components for trailer socket

Illumination for traffic driving on left

Sliding door left

Headlight assistant

Rear Barn Doors on ELWB

3rd brake light

Towing eye rear (RWD) - Standard only on 3.49t variants

Adaptive brake light

Full-width partition with 1 window

Cruise control

Wood floring

Airbag front driver and co-driver's seat

Fabric Caluma black

Warranty

Daytime running lights

3 year/200,000km
24 hour roadside assist support package, see MBV
RoadCare booklet for full details
This document is reference material only.
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Technical Data

FWD Panel Van | 3.49t

Designation

VS30 Sprinter

Body Style

FWD Panel Van

Variant
Model Type / Baumuster:

311 MWB

314 MWB

91063323-N1A

91063323-N2A

Engine

651

651

Capacity [cc]

2143

2143

84

105

Max. Power [kW]
Fuel Capacity [liter]
Length [mm]

65

65

5932

5932

Width [mm]

2020

2020

Height [mm]

2351

2351

Cargo Vol. (Std. Roof) [m3]
Height (High Roof) [mm]

9.5

9.5

2638

2638

Cargo Vol. (High Roof) [m3]

11

11

Ground Clearance [mm]

143

143
3924

Wheelbase [mm]

3924

Overhang [mm]

996

996

Transmission

9AT

9AT

Maximum Towing [kg]

2000

2000

GCM1 [kg]

5490

5490

GVM2 [kg]

3490

3490

Front Axle Mass Limit3 [kg]

1750

1750

Rear Axle Mass Limit [kg]

2100

2100

Payload [kg]

1328

1328

Unladen Mass5 [kg]

2162

2162

EU Kerb Mass6 [kg]

2232

2232

Tare Mass7 [kg]

2117

2117

4

Disclaimer
1
Gross Combination Mass (GCM) is the total permissible combined weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel, cargo plus trailer being towed if any.
2
Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the total permissible weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel and cargo.
3
Front Axle Mass Limit without A50.
4
Payload = GVM - Unladen mass
5
Unladen mass = vehicle with all standard equipment, 100% fuel and no occupants.
6
EU Kerb Mass = Mass of the unladen vehicle with a 75kg driver, 90% fuel and 100% of all other fluids.
7
Tare Mass = 10 litres fuel, no occupants.

Weights are intended as a guide only. For accuracy, the actual vehicle should always be weighed to determine the exact weight for the specifications
ordered. Weight tolerance of up to +5% in production, and additional weight of optional equipment must be taken into consideration.
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Technical Data

RWD Panel Van | 3.49t | 3.55t

Designation

VS30 Sprinter

Body Style
Variant
Model Type / Baumuster:

314 SWB
90763123-N2A

316 SWB
90763123-N3A

314 MWB
90763323-N2A

RWD Panel Van
316 MWB
319 MWB
90763323-N3A
90763323-N5D

314 LWB
90763523-N2A

316 LWB
90763523-N3A

319 LWB
90763523-N5D

Engine

651

651

651

651

642

651

651

642

Capacity [cc]

2143

2143

2143

2143

2987

2143

2143

2987

Max. Power [kW]

105

120

105

120

140

105

120

140

Fuel Capacity [liter]

71

71

71

71

71

71

71

71

Length [mm]

5267

5267

5932

5932

5932

6967

6967

6967

Width [mm]

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

Height [mm]

2332

2332

2331

2331

2331

na

na

na

7.5

7.5

9

9

9

na

na

na
2616

Cargo Vol. (Std. Roof) [m3]
Height (High Roof) [mm]

na

na

2620

2620

2620

2616

2616

Cargo Vol. (High Roof) [m3]

na

na

10.5

10.5

10.5

14

14

14

Height (Super High Roof) [mm]

na

na

na

na

na

2831

2831

2831
15.5

Cargo Vol. (Super High Roof) [m3]

na

na

na

na

na

15.5

15.5

Ground Clearance [mm]

162

162

162

162

162

161

161

161

Wheelbase [mm]

3250

3250

3665

3665

3665

4325

4325

4325

Overhang [mm]

996

996

1246

1246

1246

1621

1621

1621

Transmission

7AT

7AT

7AT

7AT

7AT

7AT

7AT

7AT

3.923

3.692

3.923

3.692

3.692

3.923

3.692

3.692

Axle Ratio
Maximum Towing [kg]

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

GCM1 [kg]

5490

5490

5490

5490

5550

5490

5490

5550

GVM2 [kg]

3490

3490

3490

3490

3550

3490

3490

3550

Front Axle Mass Limit3 [kg]

1650

1650

1650

1650

1650

1650

1650

1650

Rear Axle Mass Limit [kg]

2250

2250

2250

2250

2250

2250

2250

2250

Payload4 [kg]

1311

1311

1247

1247

1278

1056

1056

1087

Unladen Mass5 [kg]

2179

2179

2243

2243

2272

2434

2434

2463

EU Kerb Mass6 [kg]

2248

2248

2312

2312

2233

2503

2503

2455

Tare Mass7 [kg]

2128

2128

2192

2192

2233

2383

2383

2424

Disclaimer
1
Gross Combination Mass (GCM) is the total permissible combined weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel, cargo plus trailer being towed if any.
2
Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the total permissible weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel and cargo.
3
Front Axle Mass Limit without A50.
4
Payload = GVM - Unladen mass
5
Unladen mass = vehicle with all standard equipment, 100% fuel and no occupants.
6
EU Kerb Mass = Mass of the unladen vehicle with a 75kg driver, 90% fuel and 100% of all other fluids.
7
Tare Mass = 10 litres fuel, no occupants.

Weights are intended as a guide only. For accuracy, the actual vehicle should always be weighed to determine the exact weight for the specifications
ordered. Weight tolerance of up to +5% in production, and additional weight of optional equipment must be taken into consideration.
NOTE: Mass variations (mass ranges provided depend upon individual model - see your dealer or more information if required)
All-wheel drive option increases kerb mass by 140-200 kg.
All-wheel drive option decreases payload by 140-200 kg.
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Technical Data

RWD Panel Van | 4.10t | 5.00t

Designation

VS30 Sprinter

Body Style
Variant
Model Type / Baumuster:

RWD Panel Van
516 LWB
90765523-N3A

416 MWB
90764323-N3A

419 LWB
90764523-N5A

519 LWB
90765523-N5A

519 EXL
90765723-N5A

Engine

651

642

651

642

642

Capacity [cc]

2143

2987

2143

2987

2987

Max. Power [kW]

120

140

120

140

140

Fuel Capacity [liter]

71

71

71

71

71

Length [mm]

5932

6967

6967

6967

7367

Width [mm]

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

Height [mm]

2378

na

na

na

na

9

na

na

na

na

Height (High Roof) [mm]

2667

2663

2706

2706

2703

Cargo Vol. (High Roof) [m3]

10.5

14

13.9

13.9

15.4

na

2878

2917

2917

2912
16.9

Cargo Vol. (Std. Roof) [m3]

Height (Super High Roof) [mm]
Cargo Vol. (Super High Roof) [m3]

na

15.5

15.4

15.4

Ground Clearance [mm]

163

163

176

176

176

Wheelbase [mm]

3665

4325

4325

4325

4325

Overhang [mm]

1246

1621

1621

1621

2021

Transmission

7AT

7AT

7AT

7AT

7AT

4.182

3.692

4.182

3.923

4.182

Axle Ratio
Maximum Towing [kg]

2000

2000

3500

3500

3500

GCM1 [kg]

6100

6100

7000

7000

7000

GVM2 [kg]

4100

4100

5000

5000

5000

Front Axle Mass Limit3 [kg]

1860

1860

1850

1850

1850

Rear Axle Mass Limit [kg]

2430

2430

3500

3500

3500

Payload4 [kg]

1847

1632

2366

2342

2301

Unladen Mass5 [kg]

2253

2468

2634

2658

2699

EU Kerb Mass6 [kg]

2322

2537

2703

2727

2768

Tare Mass7 [kg]

2202

2417

2583

2607

2648

Disclaimer
1
Gross Combination Mass (GCM) is the total permissible combined weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel, cargo plus trailer being towed if any.
2
Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the total permissible weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel and cargo.
3
Front Axle Mass Limit without A50.
4
Payload = GVM - Unladen mass
5
Unladen mass = vehicle with all standard equipment, 100% fuel and no occupants.
6
EU Kerb Mass = Mass of the unladen vehicle with a 75kg driver, 90% fuel and 100% of all other fluids.
7
Tare Mass = 10 litres fuel, no occupants.

Weights are intended as a guide only. For accuracy, the actual vehicle should always be weighed to determine the exact weight for the specifications
ordered. Weight tolerance of up to +5% in production, and additional weight of optional equipment must be taken into consideration.
NOTE: Mass variations (mass ranges provided depend upon individual model - see your dealer or more information if required)
All-wheel drive option increases kerb mass by 140-200 kg.
All-wheel drive option decreases payload by 140-200 kg.
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Technical Drawings

Panel Van - Medium Wheelbase

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²] Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Cargo volume [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Luggage area [m²]
front axle load [kg]
Luggage volume Permissable
[l]
Permissable
axle load
Turning clearance
circle - curbrear
to curb
[m] [kg]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

FWD, 3.49T, Standard Roof

Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
laden
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Vehicle height [mm]
2220
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance
143
Rear lift in height [mm]
433
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
343
Side cargo step height [mm]
420

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

FWD, 3.49t, High Roof

Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

5,539
9,5
N/A
N/A
14,4
3500
1750
2100

Optional equipment:
D50 partion wall
MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
T19 sliding door, left
XZ0 model generation

laden
unladen
2220
2351
143
143
433
569 Base tyres:
343
403 Front axle 225/65 R16C
420
508 Rear axle 225/65 R16C

Optional equipment:
5,539 D50 partion wall
9,5 MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
N/A S02 driver seat
Optional equipment:
N/Awall
S23 two-seater passenger seat
D50 partion
14,4 T19 vehicle
slidingEuro
door,
MR6 low-emissions
6cleft
Gr. III
3500
S02 driver
seatXZ0 model generation
1750 passenger seat
S23 two-seater
2100door, left
T19 sliding
XZ0 model generation

5,539
9,5
N/A
N/A
14,4
3500
1750
2100
laden
unladen
2220
2351
143
143
569 Base tyres:
unladen 433
403 Front axle 225/65 R16C
2351 343
508 Rear axle 225/65 R16C
143 420
569 Base tyres:
403 Front axle 225/65 R16C
508 Rear axle 225/65 R16C

Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
Important notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
Please
check
whether
the
drawing
specification
complies
with
the
chassis
We reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
yourbeen
order.
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
from feasibility
checks
are not included
the the
drawing.
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
- Please check whether
the drawing
specification
compliesinwith
chassis
Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
configuration of- your
order.
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resultingmanufacture.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/3500
910633
Panel van
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/3500
910633
15.02.2021

15.02.2021

Optional equipment:
Dimensions & weights:
Important notes:
Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
partion
wallvehicle is suitable
- It isThe
thedrawing
responsibility
of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
5,539 toD50
We reserve all rights for this drawing.
may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder
ensure
that the
9,5 MR6
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr.be
III copied nor passed on to any third
forperson.
homologation after the body has been mounted.
for homologation after the body has been
mounted.
N/A and
Luggage area [m²]
S02is not
driver
seatbinding.
- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- The drawing is simplified to some extent
legally
N/A S23 complies
Luggage volume [l]
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
two-seaterwith
passenger
seat
- Please
check
whether
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance
of up
to +/3%. the drawing specification complies with the chassis
- Please check whether the drawing specification
the chassis
14,4 T19 sliding door, left
Turning clearance circle - curbconfiguration
to curb [m] of your order.
configuration of your order.
Gross vehicle weight [kg] - Optional equipment codes not listed
3500
model
generation
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting
here,XZ0
KW-codes
and
changes resulting
1750
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
Optional
equipment:
Dimensions &must
weights:
Important notes:
2100
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
- Our instructions for the manufacture
of superstructures
be observed,
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
roof to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture. - It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
5,539 D03
whenhigh
planning
when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
11 D50 partion wall
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
N/A MR6
Luggage
low-emissions
Euro 6c Gr.
III
Optional equipment:
& weights:
Important
All dimensions
refervehicle
to the standard
version
and the base
tyres. notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
All dimensions refer to the Dimensions
standard version
and the area
base[m²]
tyres.
volume [l]
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
driver
seat all axles are fully loaded (see table). - It is the responsibility
- Please
whether the
specification
complies
with the
chassis
We
reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
In laden
condition
area
[m²] Luggage
roof S02
ofcheck
the bodybuilder
to drawing
ensure that
the vehicle
is suitable
5,539 D03 highN/A
In laden condition allladen
axles Cargo
areunladen
fully
loaded
(see table).
14,4wall
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
S23 two-seater passenger seat
yourbeen
order.
11 D50 partion
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
Vehicle height [mm]
2220
2351 [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
3500 T19 vehicle
slidingEuro
door,
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
N/A MR6 low-emissions
Luggage area
6cleft
Gr. III
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
143
143 [m²]
Panel
van
Panel
van
1750
XZ0
model
generation
Permissable
front
axle
load
[kg]
from
feasibility
checks
are
not
included
in
the
drawing.
Base
tyres:
N/A
Luggage volume
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
S02 driver seat
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis
Rear lift in height [mm]
433
569 [l]
4x2/3500of superstructures must be observed,
2100 passenger seat
Permissable
rear
axle
load
Our instructions
for the manufacture
A2LH1/FWD
4x2/3500
14,4 S23
Turning clearance
circle
to curb
[m] [kg]
two-seater
configuration of- your
order. A2LH1/FWD
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
343
403 Front
axle- curb
225/65
R16C
910633
15.02.2021
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
910633
15.02.2021
Gross vehicle
[kg] 225/65 R16C
3500
T19 sliding door, left
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resulting
Rear axle
Side cargo step height [mm]
420
508 weight
1750 XZ0 model generation
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
2100
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
laden
unladen
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
Vehicle height [mm]
2511
2638
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
143
143
All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
Panel van
Rear lift in height [mm]
566 Base tyres:
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
laden
unladen 433
A2LH2/FWD 4x2/3500
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
402 Front axle 225/65 R16C
Vehicle height [mm]
2511
2638 343
910633
07.02.2021
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
506 Rear axle 225/65 R16C
Minimal ground clearance
143
143 420
Panel
van
Rear lift in height [mm]
433
566 Base tyres:
A2LH2/FWD 4x2/3500
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
343
402 Front axle 225/65 R16C
910633
07.02.2021
Side cargo step height [mm]
420
506 Rear axle 225/65 R16C

Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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Technical Drawings

Panel Van - Short Wheelbase

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²] Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Cargo volume [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Luggage area [m²]
front axle load [kg]
Luggage volume Permissable
[l]
Permissable
axle load
Turning clearance
circle - curbrear
to curb
[m] [kg]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

RWD, 3.49T, Standard roof

3,98
7,5
N/A
N/A
11,2

Optional equipment:
3,98 D50 partion wall
7,5 MP6 engine version Euro VI
N/A S02 driver seat
Optional equipment:
N/Awall
S23 two-seater passenger seat
D50 partion
11,2version
T19 Euro
sliding
MP6 engine
VI door, left
S02 driver seatXZ0 model generation
S23 two-seater passenger seat
T19 sliding door, left
XZ0 model generation

laden
unladen
Vehicle height [mm]
2227
2332
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
159
163
Rear lift in height [mm]
629 Base tyres:
laden
unladen 519
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
410 Front axle 235/65 R16C
Vehicle height [mm]
2227
2332 352
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
453 Rear axle 235/65 R16C
Minimal ground clearance
159
163 375
Rear lift in height [mm]
519
629 Base tyres:
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
352
410 Front axle 235/65 R16C
Side cargo step height [mm]
375
453 Rear axle 235/65 R16C

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

3,98
7,5
N/A
N/A
11,2

Optional equipment:
D50 partion wall
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
T19 sliding door, left
XZ0 model generation

laden
unladen
2227
2332
159
163
519
629 Base tyres:
352
410 Front axle 235/65 R16C
375
453 Rear axle 235/65 R16C

Optional equipment:
Dimensions & weights:
Important notes:
Cargo area [m²]
partion
wallvehicle is suitable
3,98 toD50
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder
ensure
that the
7,5 MP6
Cargo volume [m³]
engine version Euro VI
for homologation after the body has been
mounted.
N/A and
Luggage area [m²]
S02is not
driver
seatbinding.
- The drawing is simplified to some extent
legally
N/A S23 complies
Luggage volume [l]
two-seaterwith
passenger
seat
- Please check whether the drawing specification
the chassis
11,2 T19 sliding door, left
Turning clearance circle - curbconfiguration
to curb [m] of your order.
Gross vehicle weight [kg] - Optional equipment codes not listed here,XZ0
model
generation
KW-codes
and
changes resulting
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.
All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition allladen
axles areunladen
fully loaded (see table).
Vehicle height [mm]
2227
2332
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
159
163
Rear lift in height [mm]
519
629 Base tyres:
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
352
410 Front axle 235/65 R16C
Side cargo step height [mm]
375
453 Rear axle 235/65 R16C

Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
Important notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
Please
check
whether
the
drawing
specification
complies
with
the
chassis
We reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
yourbeen
order.
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
from feasibility
checks
are not included
the the
drawing.
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
- Please check whether
the drawing
specification
compliesinwith
chassis
Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
configuration of- your
order.
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resultingmanufacture.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A1LH1/RWD 4x2/
907631

Panel van
A1LH1/RWD 4x2/
907631

Important notes:
- It isThe
thedrawing
responsibility
of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
We reserve all rights for this drawing.
may neither
forperson.
homologation after the body has been mounted.
be copied nor passed on to any third
- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please
check
whether
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance
of up
to +/3%. the drawing specification complies with the chassis
configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

06.12.2020

06.12.2020

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
Panel van
A1LH1/RWD 4x2/
907631

Panel van
A1LH1/RWD 4x2/
907631

06.12.2020

06.12.2020

Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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Technical Drawings

Panel Van - Medium Wheelbase

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²] Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Cargo volume [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Luggage area [m²]
front axle load [kg]
Luggage volume Permissable
[l]
Permissable
axle load
Turning clearance
circle - curbrear
to curb
[m] [kg]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

RWD, 3.49T, 3.55T, Standard roof

Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
laden
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Vehicle height [mm]
2249
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance
181
Rear lift in height [mm]
541
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
380
Side cargo step height [mm]
400

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

RWD, 3.49T, 3.55T, High roof
Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

5,081
9
N/A
N/A
12,4
3500
1650
2250

Optional equipment:
CW2 deletion, vehicle lowering
D50 partion wall
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
T16 sliding door, right
T19 sliding door, left
XZ0 model generation

laden
unladen
2249
2361
181
188
541
657 Base tyres:
380
437 Front axle 235/65 R16C
400
478 Rear axle 235/65 R16C

Optional equipment:
5,081 CW2 deletion, vehicle lowering
9 D50 partion wall
N/A MP6 engine version Euro VI
Optional equipment:
N/A vehicle
S02 lowering
driver seat
5,081 CW2 deletion,
12,4wall
S23 two-seater passenger seat
9 D50 partion
3500version
T16 Euro
sliding
N/A MP6 engine
VI door, right
1650
N/A S02 driver
seatT19 sliding door, left
2250 XZ0
modelseat
generation
12,4 S23 two-seater
passenger
3500 T16 sliding door, right
1650 T19 sliding door, left
2250 XZ0 model generation
laden
unladen
2249
2361
181
188
657 Base tyres:
unladen 541
437 Front axle 235/65 R16C
2361 380
478 Rear axle 235/65 R16C
188 400
657 Base tyres:
437 Front axle 235/65 R16C
478 Rear axle 235/65 R16C

Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
Important notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
Please
check
whether
the
drawing
specification
complies
with
the
chassis
We reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
yourbeen
order.
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
from feasibility
checks
are not included
the the
drawing.
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
- Please check whether
the drawing
specification
compliesinwith
chassis
Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
configuration of- your
order.
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resultingmanufacture.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/3500
907633
Panel van
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/3500
907633
25.07.2019

25.07.2019

Optional equipment:
Dimensions & weights:
Important notes:
Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
deletion,
- It isThe
thedrawing
responsibility
of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
5,081 toCW2
We reserve all rights for this drawing.
may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder
ensure
that thevehicle
vehiclelowering
is suitable
9 D50
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
partion wall
forperson.
homologation after the body has been mounted.
be copied nor passed on to any third
for homologation after the body has been
mounted.
N/A and
Luggage area [m²]
MP6is not
engine
version
Euro VI
- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- The drawing is simplified to some extent
legally
binding.
N/A S02 complies
Luggage volume [l]
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
driver seatwith the chassis
- Please
check
whether
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance
of up
to +/3%. the drawing specification complies with the chassis
- Please check whether the drawing specification
12,4 S23 two-seater passenger seat
Turning clearance circle - curbconfiguration
to curb [m] of your order.
configuration of your order.
Gross vehicle weight [kg] - Optional equipment codes not listed
3500
sliding
door,
right resulting
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting
here,T16
KW-codes
and
changes
1650
sliding door, left
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
from feasibility checks are not included inT19
the drawing.
Optional
equipment:
Dimensions
&must
weights:
Important notes:
2250
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
XZ0
model generation
- Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
- Our instructions for the manufacture
of superstructures
be observed,
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
lowering
5,081 CW2
whendeletion,
planningvehicle
to fit bodies
of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture. - It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
10,5 D03 high roof
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
N/A D50
Luggage
partion wall
Optional equipment:
& weights:
Important
All dimensions
refer to the standard version and the base
tyres. notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
All dimensions refer to the Dimensions
standard version
and the area
base[m²]
tyres.
N/A vehicle
Luggage
volume [l]
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
MP6
engine
version
- Please
whether the
specification
complies
with the
chassis
We
reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
In laden
condition
allEuro
axlesVIare fully loaded (see table). - It is the responsibility
area
[m²] (see
lowering
ofcheck
the bodybuilder
to drawing
ensure that
the vehicle
is suitable
5,081 CW2 deletion,
In laden condition allladen
axles Cargo
areunladen
fully
loaded
table).
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
yourbeen
order.
10,5 D03 high12,4
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume
roof S02 driver seat
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
Vehicle height [mm]
2249
2361 [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
3500wall
S23 two-seater passenger seat
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
N/A D50 partion
Luggage area
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
181
188 [m²]
Panel
van
Panel
van
1650
T16
sliding
door,
right
Permissable
front
axle
load
[kg]
from
feasibility
checks
are
not
included
in
the
drawing.
Base
tyres:
N/A
Luggage volume
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
MP6 engine version Euro VI
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis
Rear lift in height [mm]
541
657 [l]
4x2/3500of superstructures must be observed,
2250
Permissable
rear
axle
load
Our instructions
for the manufacture
A2LH1/RWD
4x2/3500
12,4 S02
Turning clearance
circle
to curb
[m] [kg]
driver
seatT19 sliding door, left
configuration of- your
order. A2LH1/RWD
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
380
437 Front
axle- curb
235/65
R16C
907633
25.07.2019
model25.07.2019
generation
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
907633
Gross vehicle
[kg] 235/65 R16C
3500
S23 two-seaterXZ0
passenger
seat
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resulting
Rear axle
Side cargo step height [mm]
400
478 weight
1650 T16 sliding door, right
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
2250 T19 sliding door, left
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
ladenXZ0 unladen
model generation
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
Vehicle height [mm]
2540
2650
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
181
188
All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
Panel van
Rear lift in height [mm]
656 Base tyres:
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
laden
unladen 541
A2LH2/RWD 4x2/3500
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
435 Front axle 235/65 R16C
Vehicle height [mm]
2540
2650 380
907633
25.07.2019
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
477 Rear axle 235/65 R16C
Minimal ground clearance
181
188 400
Panel
van
Rear lift in height [mm]
541
656 Base tyres:
A2LH2/RWD 4x2/3500
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
380
435 Front axle 235/65 R16C
907633
25.07.2019
Side cargo step height [mm]
400
477 Rear axle 235/65 R16C

Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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Panel Van - Long Wheelbase

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²] Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Cargo volume [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Luggage area [m²]
front axle load [kg]
Luggage volume Permissable
[l]
Permissable
axle load
Turning clearance
circle - curbrear
to curb
[m] [kg]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

RWD, 3.49T, 3.55T, Standard roof

Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
laden
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Vehicle height [mm]
2541
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance
181
Rear lift in height [mm]
542
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
379
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

6,9
14
N/A
N/A
14,4
3500
1860
2250

Optional equipment:
6,9 CW2 deletion, vehicle lowering
14 D03 high roof
N/A D50 partion wall
Optional equipment:
N/A vehicle
MP6 lowering
engine version Euro VI
6,9 CW2 deletion,
14 D03 high14,4
roof S02 driver seat
3500wall
S23 two-seater passenger seat
N/A D50 partion
1860version
T19 Euro
sliding
N/A MP6 engine
VI door, left
2250
14,4 S02 driver
seatT93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
modelseat
generation
3500 S23 two-seaterXZ0
passenger
1860 T19 sliding door, left
2250 T93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
ladenXZ0 unladen
model generation
2541
2646
181
188
651 Base tyres:
unladen 542
428 Front axle 235/65 R16C
2646 379
N/A Rear axle 235/65 R16C
188 N/A
651 Base tyres:
428 Front axle 235/65 R16C
N/A Rear axle 235/65 R16C

Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
Important notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
Please
check
whether
the
drawing
specification
complies
with
the
chassis
We reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
yourbeen
order.
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
from feasibility
checks
are not included
the the
drawing.
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
- Please check whether
the drawing
specification
compliesinwith
chassis
Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
configuration of- your
order.
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resultingmanufacture.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A3LH2/RWD 4x2/3500
907635
Panel van
A3LH2/RWD 4x2/3500
907635
25.07.2019

25.07.2019

Optional equipment:
Dimensions & weights:
Important notes:
Optional equipment:
Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
deletion,
- It isThe
thedrawing
responsibility
of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
6,9 toCW2
We reserve all rights for this drawing.
may neither
CW2 deletion, vehicle lowering
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder
ensure
that thevehicle
vehiclelowering
is suitable
14 D03
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
high roof
forperson.
homologation after the body has been mounted.
be copied nor passed on to any third
D03 high roof
for homologation after the body has been
mounted.
N/A and
Luggage area [m²]
D50is not
partion
wall
- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
D50 partion wall
- The drawing is simplified to some extent
legally
binding.
N/A MP6 complies
Luggage volume [l]
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
engine version
Euro
VI
- Please
check
whether
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance
of up
to +/3%. the drawing specification complies with the chassis
MP6 engine version Euro VI
- Please check whether the drawing specification
with the
chassis
14,4 S02 driver seat
Turning clearance circle - curbconfiguration
to curb [m] of your order.
configuration of your order.
S02 driver seat
Gross vehicle weight [kg] - Optional equipment codes not listed
3500
two-seater
passenger
seat
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting
S23 two-seater passenger seat
here,S23
KW-codes
and changes
resulting
1860
sliding door, left
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
T19 sliding door, left
from feasibility checks are not included inT19
the drawing.
Optional
equipment:
Dimensions
weights:
Important notes:
2250
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
T93
loading&compartment
sliding door deleted
- Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
T93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
- Our instructions for the manufacture
of superstructures
must
be observed,
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargomodel
area [m²]
lowering
6,9 CW2
XZ0
generation
whendeletion,
planningvehicle
to fit bodies
of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture. - It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
XZ0 model generation
when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
15,5 D05 super-high roof
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
N/A D50
Luggage
partion wall
Optional equipment:
& weights:
Important
All dimensions
refer to the standard version and the base
tyres. notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
All dimensions refer to the Dimensions
standard version
and the area
base[m²]
tyres.
N/A vehicle
Luggage
volume [l]
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
MP6
engine
version
- Please
whether the
specification
complies
with the
chassis
We
reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
In laden
condition
allEuro
axlesVIare fully loaded (see table). - It is the responsibility
area
[m²] (see
lowering
ofcheck
the bodybuilder
to drawing
ensure that
the vehicle
is suitable
6,9 CW2 deletion,
In laden condition allladen
axles Cargo
areunladen
fully
loaded
table).
14,4 S02
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
yourbeen
order.
15,5 D05 super-high
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume
roof driver seat
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
Vehicle height [mm]
2541
2646 [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
3500wall
S23 two-seater passenger seat
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
N/A D50 partion
Luggage area
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
181
188 [m²]
Panel
van
Panel
van
1860
T19
sliding
door,
left
Permissable
front
axle
load
[kg]
from
feasibility
checks
are
not
included
in
the
drawing.
Base
tyres:
N/A
Luggage volume
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
MP6 engine version Euro VI
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis
Rear lift in height [mm]
542
651 [l]
Base tyres:
4x2/3500of superstructures must be observed,
2250
Permissable
rear
axle
load
Our instructions
for the manufacture
A3LH2/RWD
4x2/3500
14,4 S02
Turning clearance
circle
to curb
[m] [kg]
driver
seatT93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
configuration of- your
order. A3LH2/RWD
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
379
428 Front
axle- curb
235/65
R16C
Front axle 235/65 R16C
907635
25.07.2019
model25.07.2019
generation
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
907635
Gross vehicle
[kg] 235/65 R16C
3500
S23 two-seaterXZ0
passenger
seat
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resulting
Rear axle
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A weight
Rear axle 235/65 R16C
1860 T19 sliding door, left
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
2250 T93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
ladenXZ0 unladen
model generation
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
Vehicle height [mm]
2764
2861
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
181
188
All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
Panel van
Rear lift in height [mm]
651 Base tyres:
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
laden
unladen 542
A3LH3/RWD 4x2/3500
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
427 Front axle 235/65 R16C
Vehicle height [mm]
2764
2861 379
907635
26.07.2019
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
N/A Rear axle 235/65 R16C
Minimal ground clearance
181
188 N/A
Panel
van
Rear lift in height [mm]
542
651 Base tyres:
A3LH3/RWD 4x2/3500
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
379
427 Front axle 235/65 R16C
907635
26.07.2019
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A Rear axle 235/65 R16C

RWD, 3.49T, 3.55T, Super high roof
Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

laden
unladen
2541
2646
181
188
542
651
379
428
N/A
N/A

Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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Technical Drawings

Panel Van - Medium Wheelbase

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²] Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Cargo volume [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Luggage area [m²]
front axle load [kg]
Luggage volume Permissable
[l]
Permissable
axle load
Turning clearance
circle - curbrear
to curb
[m] [kg]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

RWD, 4.1T, Standard roof

Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
laden
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Vehicle height [mm]
2266
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance
160
Rear lift in height [mm]
559
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
375
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

RWD, 4.1T, High roof

Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

5,081
9
N/A
N/A
12,4
4100
1860
2430

laden
unladen
2266
2378
160
163
559
675
375
446
N/A
N/A

Optional equipment:
5,081 D50 partion wall
9 MP6 engine version Euro VI
N/A S02 driver seat
Optional equipment:
N/Awall
S23 two-seater passenger seat
D50 partion
12,4version
T19 Euro
sliding
MP6 engine
VI door, left
4100
S02 driver
seatT93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
1860 XZ0
modelseat
generation
S23 two-seater
passenger
2430door, left
T19 sliding
T93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
XZ0 model generation

5,081
9
N/A
N/A
12,4
4100
1860
2430
laden
unladen
2266
2378
160
163
675 Base tyres:
unladen 559
446 Front axle 235/65 R16C
2378 375
N/A Rear axle 235/65 R16C
163 N/A
675 Base tyres:
446 Front axle 235/65 R16C
N/A Rear axle 235/65 R16C

Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
Important notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
Please
check
whether
the
drawing
specification
complies
with
the
chassis
We reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
yourbeen
order.
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
from feasibility
checks
are not included
the the
drawing.
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
- Please check whether
the drawing
specification
compliesinwith
chassis
Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
configuration of- your
order.
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resultingmanufacture.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/4100
907643
Panel van
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/4100
907643
26.07.2019

26.07.2019

Optional equipment:
Dimensions & weights:
Important notes:
Optional equipment:
Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
partion
wallvehicle is suitable
- It isThe
thedrawing
responsibility
of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
5,081 toD50
We reserve all rights for this drawing.
may neither
D50 partion wall
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder
ensure
that the
9 MP6
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
engine version Euro VI
forperson.
homologation after the body has been mounted.
be copied nor passed on to any third
MP6 engine version Euro VI
for homologation after the body has been
mounted.
N/A and
Luggage area [m²]
S02is not
driver
seatbinding.
- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
S02 driver seat
- The drawing is simplified to some extent
legally
N/A S23 complies
Luggage volume [l]
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
two-seaterwith
passenger
seat
- Please
check
whether
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance
of up
to +/3%. the drawing specification complies with the chassis
S23 two-seater passenger seat
- Please check whether the drawing specification
the chassis
12,4 T19 sliding door, left
Turning clearance circle - curbconfiguration
to curb [m] of your order.
configuration of your order.
T19 sliding door, left
Gross vehicle weight [kg] - Optional equipment codes not listed
4100
loading
sliding door deleted
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting
T93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
here,T93
KW-codes
andcompartment
changes resulting
1860
model generation
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
XZ0 model generation
from feasibility checks are not included inXZ0
the drawing.
Optional
equipment:
Dimensions &must
weights:
Important notes:
2430
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
- Our instructions for the manufacture
of superstructures
be observed,
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
roof to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture. - It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
5,081 D03
whenhigh
planning
when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
10,5 D50 partion wall
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
N/A MP6
Luggage
engine version
Optional equipment:
& weights:
Important
All dimensions
refer Euro
to theVIstandard version and the base
tyres. notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
All dimensions refer to the Dimensions
standard version
and the area
base[m²]
tyres.
Luggage
volume [l]
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
driver
seat all axles are fully loaded (see table). - It is the responsibility
- Please
whether the
specification
complies
with the
chassis
We
reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
In laden
condition
area
[m²] (see
roof S02
ofcheck
the bodybuilder
to drawing
ensure that
the vehicle
is suitable
5,081 D03 highN/A
In laden condition allladen
axles Cargo
areunladen
fully
loaded
table).
12,4wall
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
S23 two-seater passenger seat
yourbeen
order.
10,5 D50 partion
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
Vehicle height [mm]
2266
2378 [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
4100version
T19 Euro
sliding
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
N/A MP6 engine
Luggage area
VI door, left
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
160
163 [m²]
Panel
van
Panel
van
1860
T93
loading
compartment
sliding
door
deleted
Permissable
front
axle
load
[kg]
from
feasibility
checks
are
not
included
in
the
drawing.
Base
tyres:
N/A
Luggage volume
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
S02 driver seat
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis
Rear lift in height [mm]
559
675 [l]
Base tyres:
4x2/4100of superstructures must be observed,
2430 XZ0
Permissable
rear
axle
load
modelseat
generation
Our instructions
for the manufacture
A2LH1/RWD
4x2/4100
12,4 S23
Turning clearance
circle
to curb
[m] [kg]
two-seater
passenger
configuration of- your
order. A2LH1/RWD
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
375
446 Front
axle- curb
235/65
R16C
Front axle 235/65 R16C
907643
26.07.2019
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
907643
26.07.2019
Gross vehicle
[kg] 235/65 R16C
4100
T19 sliding door, left
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resulting
Rear axle
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A weight
Rear axle 235/65 R16C
1860 T93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
2430 XZ0 model generation
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
laden
unladen
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
Vehicle height [mm]
2556
2667
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
160
163
All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
Panel van
Rear lift in height [mm]
673 Base tyres:
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
laden
unladen 559
A2LH2/RWD 4x2/4100
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
445 Front axle 235/65 R16C
Vehicle height [mm]
2556
2667 375
907643
26.07.2019
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
N/A Rear axle 235/65 R16C
Minimal ground clearance
160
163 N/A
Panel
van
Rear lift in height [mm]
559
673 Base tyres:
A2LH2/RWD 4x2/4100
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
375
445 Front axle 235/65 R16C
907643
26.07.2019
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A Rear axle 235/65 R16C

Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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Technical Drawings

Panel Van - Long Wheelbase

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²] Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Cargo volume [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Luggage area [m²]
front axle load [kg]
Luggage volume Permissable
[l]
Permissable
axle load
Turning clearance
circle - curbrear
to curb
[m] [kg]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

RWD, 4.1T, Standard roof

Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
laden
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Vehicle height [mm]
2558
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance
160
Rear lift in height [mm]
561
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
374
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

RWD, 4.1T, Super high roof
Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

6,9
14
N/A
N/A
14,4
4100
1860
2430

laden
unladen
2558
2663
160
163
561
669
374
438
N/A
N/A

Optional equipment:
6,9 D03 high roof
14 D50 partion wall
N/A MP6 engine version Euro VI
Optional equipment:
roof S02 driver seat
6,9 D03 highN/A
14,4wall
S23 two-seater passenger seat
14 D50 partion
4100version
T19 Euro
sliding
N/A MP6 engine
VI door, left
1860
N/A S02 driver
seatT93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
2430 XZ0
modelseat
generation
14,4 S23 two-seater
passenger
4100 T19 sliding door, left
1860 T93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
2430 XZ0 model generation
laden
unladen
2558
2663
160
163
669 Base tyres:
unladen 561
438 Front axle 235/65 R16C
2663 374
N/A Rear axle 235/65 R16C
163 N/A
669 Base tyres:
438 Front axle 235/65 R16C
N/A Rear axle 235/65 R16C

Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
Important notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
Please
check
whether
the
drawing
specification
complies
with
the
chassis
We reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
yourbeen
order.
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
from feasibility
checks
are not included
the the
drawing.
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
- Please check whether
the drawing
specification
compliesinwith
chassis
Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
configuration of- your
order.
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resultingmanufacture.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A3LH2/RWD 4x2/4100
907645
Panel van
A3LH2/RWD 4x2/4100
907645
26.07.2019

26.07.2019

Optional equipment:
Dimensions & weights:
Important notes:
Optional equipment:
Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
high
roof
- It isThe
thedrawing
responsibility
of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
6,9 toD03
We reserve all rights for this drawing.
may neither
D03 high roof
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder
ensure
that
the vehicle is suitable
14 D50
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
partion wall
forperson.
homologation after the body has been mounted.
be copied nor passed on to any third
D50 partion wall
for homologation after the body has been
mounted.
N/A and
Luggage area [m²]
MP6is not
engine
version
Euro VI
- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
MP6 engine version Euro VI
- The drawing is simplified to some extent
legally
binding.
N/A S02 complies
Luggage volume [l]
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
driver seatwith the chassis
- Please
check
whether
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance
of up
to +/3%. the drawing specification complies with the chassis
S02 driver seat
- Please check whether the drawing specification
14,4 S23 two-seater passenger seat
Turning clearance circle - curbconfiguration
to curb [m] of your order.
configuration of your order.
S23 two-seater passenger seat
Gross vehicle weight [kg] - Optional equipment codes not listed
4100
sliding
door,
left resulting
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting
T19 sliding door, left
here,T19
KW-codes
and
changes
1860
loading compartment sliding door deleted
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
T93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
from feasibility checks are not included inT93
the drawing.
Optional
equipment:
Dimensions
&must
weights:
Important notes:
2430
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
XZ0
model generation
- Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
XZ0 model generation
- Our instructions for the manufacture
of superstructures
be observed,
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
roof
6,9 D05
whensuper-high
planning to
fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture. - It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
15,5 D50 partion wall
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
N/A MP6
Luggage
engine version
Optional equipment:
& weights:
Important
All dimensions
refer Euro
to theVIstandard version and the base
tyres. notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
All dimensions refer to the Dimensions
standard version
and the area
base[m²]
tyres.
N/A S02
Luggage
volume [l]
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
driver
seat all axles are fully loaded (see table). - It is the responsibility
- Please
whether the
specification
complies
with the
chassis
We
reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
In
laden
condition
area
[m²] (see
roof
ofcheck
the bodybuilder
to drawing
ensure that
the vehicle
is suitable
6,9 D05 super-high
In laden condition allladen
axles Cargo
areunladen
fully
loaded
table).
14,4wall
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
S23 two-seater passenger seat
yourbeen
order.
15,5 D50 partion
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
Vehicle height [mm]
2558
2663 [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
4100version
T19 Euro
sliding
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
N/A MP6 engine
Luggage area
VI door, left
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
160
163 [m²]
Panel
van
Panel
van
1860
T93
loading
compartment
sliding
door
deleted
Permissable
front
axle
load
[kg]
from
feasibility
checks
are
not
included
in
the
drawing.
Base
tyres:
N/A
Luggage volume
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
S02 driver seat
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis
Rear lift in height [mm]
561
669 [l]
Base tyres:
4x2/4100of superstructures must be observed,
2430 XZ0
Permissable
rear
axle
load
modelseat
generation
Our instructions
for the manufacture
A3LH2/RWD
4x2/4100
14,4 S23
Turning clearance
circle
to curb
[m] [kg]
two-seater
passenger
configuration of- your
order. A3LH2/RWD
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
374
438 Front
axle- curb
235/65
R16C
Front axle 235/65 R16C
907645
26.07.2019
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
907645
26.07.2019
Gross vehicle
[kg] 235/65 R16C
4100
T19 sliding door, left
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resulting
Rear axle
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A weight
Rear axle 235/65 R16C
1860 T93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
2430 XZ0 model generation
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
laden
unladen
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
Vehicle height [mm]
2779
2878
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
160
163
All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
Panel van
Rear lift in height [mm]
669 Base tyres:
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
laden
unladen 561
A3LH3/RWD 4x2/4100
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
437 Front axle 235/65 R16C
Vehicle height [mm]
2779
2878 374
907645
26.07.2019
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
N/A Rear axle 235/65 R16C
Minimal ground clearance
160
163 N/A
Panel
van
Rear lift in height [mm]
561
669 Base tyres:
A3LH3/RWD 4x2/4100
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
374
437 Front axle 235/65 R16C
907645
26.07.2019
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A Rear axle 235/65 R16C

Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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Panel Van - Long Wheelbase

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²] Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Cargo volume [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Luggage area [m²]
front axle load [kg]
Luggage volume Permissable
[l]
Permissable
axle load
Turning clearance
circle - curbrear
to curb
[m] [kg]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

RWD, 5T, Standard roof

Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
laden
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Vehicle height [mm]
2595
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance
173
Rear lift in height [mm]
595
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
405
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

RWD, 5T, High roof

Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

6,552
13,9
N/A
N/A
14,3
5000
1850
3500

laden
unladen
2595
2706
173
176
595
713
405
462
N/A
N/A

Optional equipment:
6,552 D03 high roof
13,9 D50 partion wall
N/A MP6 engine version Euro VI
Optional equipment:
roof S02 driver seat
6,552 D03 highN/A
14,3wall
S23 two-seater passenger seat
13,9 D50 partion
5000version
T19 Euro
sliding
N/A MP6 engine
VI door, left
1850
N/A S02 driver
seatT93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
3500 XZ0
modelseat
generation
14,3 S23 two-seater
passenger
5000 T19 sliding door, left
1850 T93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
3500 XZ0 model generation
laden
unladen
2595
2706
173
176
713 Base tyres:
unladen 595
462 Front axle 195/75 R16C
2706 405
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C
176 N/A
713 Base tyres:
462 Front axle 195/75 R16C
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C

Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
Important notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
Please
check
whether
the
drawing
specification
complies
with
the
chassis
We reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
yourbeen
order.
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
from feasibility
checks
are not included
the the
drawing.
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
- Please check whether
the drawing
specification
compliesinwith
chassis
Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
configuration of- your
order.
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resultingmanufacture.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A3LH2/RWD 4x2/5000
907655
Panel van
A3LH2/RWD 4x2/5000
907655
26.07.2019

26.07.2019

Optional equipment:
Dimensions & weights:
Important notes:
Optional equipment:
Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
high
roof
- It isThe
thedrawing
responsibility
of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
6,552 toD03
We reserve all rights for this drawing.
may neither
D03 high roof
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder
ensure
that
the vehicle is suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
partion wall
forperson.
homologation after the body has been mounted.
be copied nor passed on to any third
D50 partion wall
for homologation after the body has13,9
been D50
mounted.
N/A and
Luggage area [m²]
MP6is not
engine
version
Euro VI
- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
MP6 engine version Euro VI
- The drawing is simplified to some extent
legally
binding.
N/A S02 complies
Luggage volume [l]
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
driver seatwith the chassis
- Please
check
whether
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance
of up
to +/3%. the drawing specification complies with the chassis
S02 driver seat
- Please check whether the drawing specification
14,3 S23 two-seater passenger seat
Turning clearance circle - curbconfiguration
to curb [m] of your order.
configuration of your order.
S23 two-seater passenger seat
Gross vehicle weight [kg] - Optional equipment codes not listed
5000
sliding
door,
left resulting
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting
T19 sliding door, left
here,T19
KW-codes
and
changes
1850
loading compartment sliding door deleted
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
T93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
from feasibility checks are not included inT93
the drawing.
Optional
equipment:
Dimensions
&must
weights:
Important notes:
3500
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
XZ0
model generation
- Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
XZ0 model generation
- Our instructions for the manufacture
of superstructures
be observed,
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
roof
6,552 D05
whensuper-high
planning to
fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture. - It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
15,4 D50 partion wall
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
N/A MP6
Luggage
engine version
Optional equipment:
& weights:
Important
All dimensions
refer Euro
to theVIstandard version and the base
tyres. notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
All dimensions refer to the Dimensions
standard version
and the area
base[m²]
tyres.
N/A S02
Luggage
volume [l]
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
driver
seat all axles are fully loaded (see table). - It is the responsibility
- Please
whether the
specification
complies
with the
chassis
We
reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
In
laden
condition
area
[m²] (see
roof
ofcheck
the bodybuilder
to drawing
ensure that
the vehicle
is suitable
6,552 D05 super-high
In laden condition allladen
axles Cargo
areunladen
fully
loaded
table).
14,3wall
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
S23 two-seater passenger seat
yourbeen
order.
15,4 D50 partion
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
Vehicle height [mm]
2595
2706 [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
5000version
T19 Euro
sliding
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
N/A MP6 engine
Luggage area
VI door, left
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
173
176 [m²]
Panel
van
Panel
van
1850
T93
loading
compartment
sliding
door
deleted
Permissable
front
axle
load
[kg]
from
feasibility
checks
are
not
included
in
the
drawing.
Base
tyres:
N/A
Luggage volume
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
S02 driver seat
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis
Rear lift in height [mm]
595
713 [l]
Base tyres:
4x2/5000of superstructures must be observed,
3500 XZ0
Permissable
rear
axle
load
modelseat
generation
Our instructions
for the manufacture
A3LH2/RWD
4x2/5000
14,3 S23
Turning clearance
circle
to curb
[m] [kg]
two-seater
passenger
configuration of- your
order. A3LH2/RWD
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
405
462 Front
axle- curb
195/75
R16C
Front axle 195/75 R16C
907655
26.07.2019
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
907655
26.07.2019
Gross vehicle
[kg] 195/75 R16C
5000
T19 sliding door, left
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resulting
Rear axle
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A weight
Rear axle 195/75 R16C
1850 T93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
3500 XZ0 model generation
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
laden
unladen
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
Vehicle height [mm]
2812
2917
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
173
176
All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
Panel van
Rear lift in height [mm]
712 Base tyres:
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
laden
unladen 595
A3LH3/RWD 4x2/5000
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
461 Front axle 195/75 R16C
Vehicle height [mm]
2812
2917 405
907655
26.07.2019
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C
Minimal ground clearance
173
176 N/A
Panel
van
Rear lift in height [mm]
595
712 Base tyres:
A3LH3/RWD 4x2/5000
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
405
461 Front axle 195/75 R16C
907655
26.07.2019
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C

Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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Technical Drawings

Panel Van - Extra Long Wheelbase

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²] Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Cargo volume [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Luggage area [m²]
front axle load [kg]
Luggage volume Permissable
[l]
Permissable
axle load
Turning clearance
circle - curbrear
to curb
[m] [kg]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

RWD, 5.T, Standard roof

Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
laden
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Vehicle height [mm]
2596
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance
173
Rear lift in height [mm]
598
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
405
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

RWD, 5.T, Super high roof
Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

7,273
15,4
N/A
N/A
14,3
5000
1850
3500

laden
unladen
2596
2703
173
176
598
709
405
464
N/A
N/A

Optional equipment:
7,273 D03 high roof
15,4 D50 partion wall
N/A MP6 engine version Euro VI
Optional equipment:
roof S02 driver seat
7,273 D03 highN/A
14,3wall
S23 two-seater passenger seat
15,4 D50 partion
5000version
T19 Euro
sliding
N/A MP6 engine
VI door, left
1850
N/A S02 driver
seatT93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
3500 XZ0
modelseat
generation
14,3 S23 two-seater
passenger
5000 T19 sliding door, left
1850 T93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
3500 XZ0 model generation
laden
unladen
2596
2703
173
176
709 Base tyres:
unladen 598
464 Front axle 195/75 R16C
2703 405
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C
176 N/A
709 Base tyres:
464 Front axle 195/75 R16C
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C

Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
Important notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
Please
check
whether
the
drawing
specification
complies
with
the
chassis
We reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
yourbeen
order.
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
from feasibility
checks
are not included
the the
drawing.
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
- Please check whether
the drawing
specification
compliesinwith
chassis
Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
configuration of- your
order.
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resultingmanufacture.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A4LH2/RWD 4x2/5000
907657
Panel van
A4LH2/RWD 4x2/5000
907657
26.07.2019

26.07.2019

Optional equipment:
Dimensions & weights:
Important notes:
Optional equipment:
Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
high
roof
- It isThe
thedrawing
responsibility
of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
7,273 toD03
We reserve all rights for this drawing.
may neither
D03 high roof
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder
ensure
that
the vehicle is suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
partion wall
forperson.
homologation after the body has been mounted.
be copied nor passed on to any third
D50 partion wall
for homologation after the body has15,4
been D50
mounted.
N/A and
Luggage area [m²]
MP6is not
engine
version
Euro VI
- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
MP6 engine version Euro VI
- The drawing is simplified to some extent
legally
binding.
N/A S02 complies
Luggage volume [l]
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
driver seatwith the chassis
- Please
check
whether
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance
of up
to +/3%. the drawing specification complies with the chassis
S02 driver seat
- Please check whether the drawing specification
14,3 S23 two-seater passenger seat
Turning clearance circle - curbconfiguration
to curb [m] of your order.
configuration of your order.
S23 two-seater passenger seat
Gross vehicle weight [kg] - Optional equipment codes not listed
5000
sliding
door,
left resulting
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting
T19 sliding door, left
here,T19
KW-codes
and
changes
1850
loading compartment sliding door deleted
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
T93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
from feasibility checks are not included inT93
the drawing.
Optional
equipment:
Dimensions
&must
weights:
Important notes:
3500
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
XZ0
model generation
- Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
XZ0 model generation
- Our instructions for the manufacture
of superstructures
be observed,
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
roof
7,273 D05
whensuper-high
planning to
fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture. - It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
16,9 D50 partion wall
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
N/A MP6
Luggage
engine version
Optional equipment:
& weights:
Important
All dimensions
refer Euro
to theVIstandard version and the base
tyres. notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
All dimensions refer to the Dimensions
standard version
and the area
base[m²]
tyres.
N/A S02
Luggage
volume [l]
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
driver
seat all axles are fully loaded (see table). - It is the responsibility
- Please
whether the
specification
complies
with the
chassis
We
reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
In
laden
condition
area
[m²] (see
roof
ofcheck
the bodybuilder
to drawing
ensure that
the vehicle
is suitable
7,273 D05 super-high
In laden condition allladen
axles Cargo
areunladen
fully
loaded
table).
14,3wall
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
S23 two-seater passenger seat
yourbeen
order.
16,9 D50 partion
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
Vehicle height [mm]
2596
2703 [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
5000version
T19 Euro
sliding
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
N/A MP6 engine
Luggage area
VI door, left
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
173
176 [m²]
Panel
van
Panel
van
1850
T93
loading
compartment
sliding
door
deleted
Permissable
front
axle
load
[kg]
from
feasibility
checks
are
not
included
in
the
drawing.
Base
tyres:
N/A
Luggage volume
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
S02 driver seat
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis
Rear lift in height [mm]
598
709 [l]
Base tyres:
4x2/5000of superstructures must be observed,
3500 XZ0
Permissable
rear
axle
load
modelseat
generation
Our instructions
for the manufacture
A4LH2/RWD
4x2/5000
14,3 S23
Turning clearance
circle
to curb
[m] [kg]
two-seater
passenger
configuration of- your
order. A4LH2/RWD
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
405
464 Front
axle- curb
195/75
R16C
Front axle 195/75 R16C
907657
26.07.2019
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
907657
26.07.2019
Gross vehicle
[kg] 195/75 R16C
5000
T19 sliding door, left
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resulting
Rear axle
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A weight
Rear axle 195/75 R16C
1850 T93 loading compartment sliding door deleted
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
3500 XZ0 model generation
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
laden
unladen
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
Vehicle height [mm]
2810
2912
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
173
176
All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
Panel van
Rear lift in height [mm]
708 Base tyres:
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
laden
unladen 598
A4LH3/RWD 4x2/5000
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
464 Front axle 195/75 R16C
Vehicle height [mm]
2810
2912 405
907657
26.07.2019
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C
Minimal ground clearance
173
176 N/A
Panel
van
Rear lift in height [mm]
598
708 Base tyres:
A4LH3/RWD 4x2/5000
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
405
464 Front axle 195/75 R16C
907657
26.07.2019
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C

Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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Sprinter Cab Chassis & Dual Cab Chassis
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Standard equipment

Cab Chassis (FWD & RWD) | Dual Cab Chassis (RWD)

Exterior

Safety

Technical

Radiator grille frame in vehicle colour

Active Brake Assist

Heavy-duty battery

Exterior mirror heated and electrically adjustable

Lane Keeping Assist - standard on vehicles with GVM greater than 3.49t

Pre-installations electrical system PSM

Preparation for side marker lights

ATTENTION ASSIST

Terminal strip for electrical connection

Front mud flaps

ADAPTIVE Electronic Stability Program (ESP9i) incorporates:

Starting aid contact

- Hill-Start Assist
- Acceleration Skid Control (ASR)
- Brake Assist (BAS)
- Anti-locking Braking System (ABS)
- Crosswind Assist
- Electronic Brake Force
Distribution (EBD)
- Brake Disc Wipe

Charging package dashboard

Interior
Keyless Start
Drive Select
Multifunction steering wheel
Height and rake adjustable steering wheel
BUX multimedia system with 7-inch touch screen
Rear wall window
Rear mirror inside
Shelf above windscreen

- Electronic Brake Prefill
- Enhanced Understeer Control (EUC)
- Load Adaptive Control (LAC)
- Roll-Over Mitigation (ROM)
- Roll Movement Intervention (RMI)
- ESP Trailer Stabilisation (TSA)
- Easy Lane Change (ELC)

Fuel filter with water separator
Spare wheel bracket below frame end

Seat belt reminder for co-driver seat

Spare wheel

Seat belt warning for driver's seat

7G-TRONIC automatic transmission (RWD)

Illumination for traffic driving on left

9G-TRONIC automatic transmission (FWD)
Engine Power take-off at front with carrier for additional
refrigerant Compressor (RWD)
Front axle with upgraded axle load - Only on Dual Cab

Adaptive brake light

Heat-insulating glass with band filter on windscreen

Fuel Tank 65 Litre (FWD) | 71 Litre (RWD)
Longitudinal member reinforcement

Adaptive brake light

Stowage compartment underneath cockpit

Outside temperature indicator

Multi-button radio remote control

Headlight assistant

Cup holders front

Provision electrics reversing aid

Cruise control

Air conditioning semi-autom. controlled TEMPMATIC

Load

Airbag front driver and co-driver's seat

Instrument cluster with colour display

Electrical components for trailer socket

Daytime running lights

Overhead control panel with 2 reading lamps
Cruise control

Warranty

Co-driver's seat double seat

3 year/200,000km

Fabric Caluma black

24 hour roadside assist support package, see MBV
RoadCare booklet for full details

This document is reference material only.
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Technical Data

FWD | RWD Cab Chassis | 4.10 - 5.00t

Designation

VS30 Sprinter

Body Style

FWD Single Cab Chassis

Model Type / Baumuster

RWD Single Cab Chassis

91014323-N2A

90714323-N5A

90715323-N3A

90715523-N3A

90715523-N5A

Variant

414 MWB

419 MWB

516 MWB

516 LWB

519 LWB

Engine

651

642

651

651

642

Capacity [cc]

2143

2987

2143

2143

2987

Max. Power [kW]

105

140

120

120

140

Fuel Capacity [liter]

71

71

71

71

71

Length [mm]

6094

5956

6104

6864

6864

Width [mm]

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

Height (Std. Roof) [mm]

2332

2329

2360

2351

2351

Ground Clearance [mm]

172

163

176

176

176

Wheelbase [mm]

3924

3665

3665

4325

4325

Overhang [mm]

1158

1270

1418

1518

1518

Transmission

9AT

7AT

7AT

7AT

7AT

na

3.923

4.182

4.182

3.923

Maximum Towing [kg]

2000

2000

3500

3500

3500

1

GCM [kg]

5500

6100

7000

7000

7000

GVM2 [kg]

4100

4100

5000

5000

5000

Front Axle Mass Limit3 [kg]

2000

1860

1850

1850

1850

Axle Ratio

Rear Axle Mass Limit [kg]

2430

2430

3500

3500

3500

Payload4 [kg]

2272

2180

2923

2883

2859

Unladen Mass5 [kg]

1828

1920

2077

2117

2141

EU Kerb Mass6 [kg]

1897

1989

2146

2186

2210

Tare Mass7 [kg]

1777

1869

2026

2066

2090

Disclaimer
1
Gross Combination Mass (GCM) is the total permissible combined weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel, cargo plus trailer being towed if any.
2
Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the total permissible weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel and cargo.
3
Front Axle Mass Limit without A50.
4
Payload = GVM - Unladen mass
5
Unladen mass = vehicle with all standard equipment, 100% fuel and no occupants.
6
EU Kerb Mass = Mass of the unladen vehicle with a 75kg driver, 90% fuel and 100% of all other fluids.
7
Tare Mass = 10 litres fuel, no occupants.

Weights are intended as a guide only. For accuracy, the actual vehicle should always be weighed to determine the exact weight for the specifications
ordered. Weight tolerance of up to +5% in production, and additional weight of optional equipment must be taken into consideration.
NOTE: Mass variations (mass ranges provided depend upon individual model - see your dealer for more information if required)
Factory Tray option increases kerb mass by 300-500 kg.
Factory Tray option decreases payload by 300-500 kg.
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Technical Data

RWD Dual Cab Chassis | 5.00t

Designation

VS30 Sprinter

Body Style

RWD Dual Cab Chassis

Model Type / Baumuster

90715523-N5C

Variant

519 LWB

Engine

642

Capacity [cc]

2987

Max. Power [kW]

140

Fuel Capacity [liter]

71

Length [mm]

6864

Width [mm]

2020

Height (Std. Roof) [mm]

2345

Ground Clearance [mm]

176

Wheelbase [mm]

4325

Overhang [mm]

1518

Transmission

7AT

Axle Ratio

3.923

Maximum Towing [kg]

3500

GCM [kg]

7000

1

GVM2 [kg]

5000

Front Axle Mass Limit3 [kg]

2000

Rear Axle Mass Limit [kg]

3500

Payload4 [kg]

2656

Unladen Mass [kg]

2344

EU Kerb Mass6 [kg]

2413

Tare Mass7 [kg]

2293

5

Disclaimer
1
Gross Combination Mass (GCM) is the total permissible combined weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel, cargo plus trailer being towed if any.
2
Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the total permissible weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel and cargo.
3
Front Axle Mass Limit without A50.
4
Payload = GVM - Unladen mass
5
Unladen mass = vehicle with all standard equipment, 100% fuel and no occupants.
6
EU Kerb Mass = Mass of the unladen vehicle with a 75kg driver, 90% fuel and 100% of all other fluids.
7
Tare Mass = 10 litres fuel, no occupants.

Weights are intended as a guide only. For accuracy, the actual vehicle should always be weighed to determine the exact weight for the specifications
ordered. Weight tolerance of up to +5% in production, and additional weight of optional equipment must be taken into consideration.
NOTE: Mass variations (mass ranges provided depend upon individual model - see your dealer for more information if required)
Factory Tray option increases kerb mass by 300-500 kg.
Factory Tray option decreases payload by 300-500 kg.
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Technical Drawings

Cab Chassis - Medium Wheelbase

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²] Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Cargo volume [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Luggage area [m²]
front axle load [kg]
Luggage volume Permissable
[l]
Permissable
axle load
Turning clearance
circle - curbrear
to curb
[m] [kg]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

FWD, 4.1T, Standard roof, without tray

Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
laden
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Vehicle height [mm]
2235
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance
171
Rear lift in height [mm]
519
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
371
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
14,9
4100
2000
2430

Optional equipment:
MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

FWD, 4.1T, Standard roof, with tray
Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

laden
unladen
2235
2332
171
172
519
682 Base tyres:
371
439 Front axle 225/75 R16C
N/A
N/A Rear axle 225/75 R16C

Optional equipment:
N/A MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
N/A S02 driver seat
N/A S23 two-seater passenger seat
Optional equipment:
N/A XZ0 vehicle
modelEuro
generation
MR6 low-emissions
6c Gr. III
14,9
S02 driver
seat
4100 passenger seat
S23 two-seater
2000
XZ0 model
generation
2430

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
14,9
4100
2000
2430
laden
unladen
2235
2332
171
172
682 Base tyres:
unladen 519
439 Front axle 225/75 R16C
2332 371
N/A Rear axle 225/75 R16C
172 N/A
682 Base tyres:
439 Front axle 225/75 R16C
N/A Rear axle 225/75 R16C

Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
Important notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
Please
check
whether
the
drawing
specification
complies
with
the
chassis
We reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
yourbeen
order.
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
from feasibility
checks
are not included
the the
drawing.
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
- Please check whether
the drawing
specification
compliesinwith
chassis
Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
configuration of- your
order.
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resultingmanufacture.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Chassis
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/4100
910143

Chassis
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/4100
910143

11.02.2021

11.02.2021

Optional equipment:
Dimensions & weights:
Important notes:
Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
low-emissions
vehicle
Euro 6c Gr.We
III reserve all rights for this drawing.
- It isThe
thedrawing
responsibility
of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
N/A toMR6
may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder
ensure
that the vehicle
is suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
driver seat
forperson.
homologation after the body has been mounted.
be copied nor passed on to any third
for homologation after the body hasN/A
been S02
mounted.
N/A and
Luggage area [m²]
S23is not
two-seater
passenger seat
- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- The drawing is simplified to some extent
legally binding.
N/A XZ0 complies
Luggage volume [l]
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
model generation
- Please
check
whether
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance
of up
to +/3%. the drawing specification complies with the chassis
- Please check whether the drawing specification
with the chassis
14,9
Turning clearance circle - curbconfiguration
to curb [m] of your order.
configuration of your order.
Gross vehicle weight [kg] - Optional equipment codes not listed
4100
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting
here, KW-codes and changes resulting
2000
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
Optional
equipment:
Dimensions &must
weights:
Important notes:
2430
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
- Our instructions for the manufacture
of superstructures
be observed,
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
6c Gr.
III Mercedes-Benz manufacture. - It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
7,139 MR6
whenlow-emissions
planning to fitvehicle
bodiesEuro
of other
than
when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
N/A P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
N/A S02
Luggage
driver seatrefer to the standard version and the base
Optional equipment:
& weights:
Important
All dimensions
tyres. notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
All dimensions refer to the Dimensions
standard version
and the area
base[m²]
tyres.
N/A S23
Luggage
volume [l]
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
two-seater
passenger
- Please
whether the
specification
complies
with the
chassis
We
reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
In laden
condition
all
are fully loaded (see table). - It is the responsibility
area
[m²] (see
vehicle
Euro 6c
Gr.axles
III seat
ofcheck
the bodybuilder
to drawing
ensure that
the vehicle
is suitable
7,139 MR6 low-emissions
In laden condition allladen
axles Cargo
areunladen
fully
loaded
table).
14,9
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
XZ0platform
modelwith
generation
yourbeen
order.
N/A P02 steel
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume
loading
aluminium walls
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
Vehicle height [mm]
2235
2332 [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
4100
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
N/A S02 driver
Luggage area
seat
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
171
172 [m²]
Chassis
Chassis
2000
Permissable
front
axle
load
[kg]
from
feasibility
checks
are
not
included
in
the
drawing.
Base
tyres:
N/A
Luggage volume
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
S23 two-seater passenger seat
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis
Rear lift in height [mm]
519
682 [l]
4x2/4100of superstructures must be observed,
2430
Permissable
rear
axle
load
Our instructions
for the manufacture
A2LH1/FWD
4x2/4100
14,9 XZ0
Turning clearance
circle
to curb
[m] [kg]
model
generation
configuration of- your
order. A2LH1/FWD
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
371
439 Front
axle- curb
225/75
R16C
910143
11.02.2021
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
910143
11.02.2021
Gross vehicle
[kg] 225/75 R16C
4100
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resulting
Rear axle
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A weight
2000
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
2430
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
laden
unladen
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
Vehicle height [mm]
2235
2305
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
171
175
All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
Single cab with loading platform
Rear lift in height [mm]
912 Base tyres:
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
laden
unladen 828
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/4100
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
439 Front axle 225/75 R16C
Vehicle height [mm]
2235
2305 371
910143
11.02.2021
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
N/A Rear axle 225/75 R16C
Minimal ground clearance
171
175 N/A
Single
cab
with
loading
platform
Rear lift in height [mm]
828
912 Base tyres:
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/4100
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
371
439 Front axle 225/75 R16C
910143
11.02.2021
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A Rear axle 225/75 R16C

Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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Cab Chassis - Medium Wheelbase

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²] Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Cargo volume [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Luggage area [m²]
front axle load [kg]
Luggage volume Permissable
[l]
Permissable
axle load
Turning clearance
circle - curbrear
to curb
[m] [kg]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

RWD, 4.1T, Standard roof, without tray

Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
laden
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Vehicle height [mm]
2242
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance
160
Rear lift in height [mm]
615
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
375
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
12,4
4100
1860
2430

Optional equipment:
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

RWD, 4.1T, Standard roof, with tray
Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

laden
unladen
2242
2329
160
163
615
759 Base tyres:
375
450 Front axle 235/65 R16C
N/A
N/A Rear axle 235/65 R16C

Optional equipment:
N/A MP6 engine version Euro VI
N/A S02 driver seat
N/A S23 two-seater passenger seat
Optional equipment:
N/Aversion
XZ0 Euro
model
MP6 engine
VI generation
12,4
S02 driver
seat
4100 passenger seat
S23 two-seater
1860
XZ0 model
generation
2430

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
12,4
4100
1860
2430
laden
unladen
2242
2329
160
163
759 Base tyres:
unladen 615
450 Front axle 235/65 R16C
2329 375
N/A Rear axle 235/65 R16C
163 N/A
759 Base tyres:
450 Front axle 235/65 R16C
N/A Rear axle 235/65 R16C

Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
Important notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
Please
check
whether
the
drawing
specification
complies
with
the
chassis
We reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
yourbeen
order.
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
from feasibility
checks
are not included
the the
drawing.
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
- Please check whether
the drawing
specification
compliesinwith
chassis
Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
configuration of- your
order.
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resultingmanufacture.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Chassis
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/4100
907143

Chassis
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/4100
907143

26.07.2019

26.07.2019

Optional equipment:
Dimensions & weights:
Important notes:
Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
engine
version
Eurois VI
- It isThe
thedrawing
responsibility
of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
N/A toMP6
We reserve all rights for this drawing.
may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder
ensure
that the
vehicle
suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
driver seat
forperson.
homologation after the body has been mounted.
be copied nor passed on to any third
for homologation after the body hasN/A
been S02
mounted.
N/A and
Luggage area [m²]
S23is not
two-seater
passenger seat
- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- The drawing is simplified to some extent
legally binding.
N/A XZ0 complies
Luggage volume [l]
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
model generation
- Please
check
whether
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance
of up
to +/3%. the drawing specification complies with the chassis
- Please check whether the drawing specification
with the chassis
12,4
Turning clearance circle - curbconfiguration
to curb [m] of your order.
configuration of your order.
Gross vehicle weight [kg] - Optional equipment codes not listed
4100
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting
here, KW-codes and changes resulting
1860
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
Optional
equipment:
Dimensions &must
weights:
Important notes:
2430
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
- Our instructions for the manufacture
of superstructures
be observed,
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
version
VI of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture. - It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
6,935 MP6
whenengine
planning
to fitEuro
bodies
when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
N/A P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
N/A S02
Luggage
driver seatrefer to the standard version and the base
Optional equipment:
& weights:
Important
All dimensions
tyres. notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
All dimensions refer to the Dimensions
standard version
and the area
base[m²]
tyres.
N/Aversion
Luggage
volume [l]
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
S23
two-seater
passenger
- Please
whether the
specification
complies
with the
chassis
We
reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
In laden
condition
all axles seat
are fully loaded (see table). - It is the responsibility
area
[m²] (see
Euro
VI
ofcheck
the bodybuilder
to drawing
ensure that
the vehicle
is suitable
6,935 MP6 engine
In laden condition allladen
axles Cargo
areunladen
fully
loaded
table).
12,4
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
XZ0platform
modelwith
generation
yourbeen
order.
N/A P02 steel
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume
loading
aluminium walls
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
Vehicle height [mm]
2242
2329 [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
4100
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
N/A S02 driver
Luggage area
seat
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
160
163 [m²]
Chassis
Chassis
1860
Permissable
front
axle
load
[kg]
from
feasibility
checks
are
not
included
in
the
drawing.
Base
tyres:
N/A
Luggage volume
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
S23 two-seater passenger seat
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis
Rear lift in height [mm]
615
759 [l]
4x2/4100of superstructures must be observed,
2430
Permissable
rear
axle
load
Our instructions
for the manufacture
A2LH1/RWD
4x2/4100
12,4 XZ0
Turning clearance
circle
to curb
[m] [kg]
model
generation
configuration of- your
order. A2LH1/RWD
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
375
450 Front
axle- curb
235/65
R16C
907143
26.07.2019
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
907143
26.07.2019
Gross vehicle
[kg] 235/65 R16C
4100
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resulting
Rear axle
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A weight
1860
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
2430
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
laden
unladen
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
Vehicle height [mm]
2242
2329
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
160
163
All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
Single cab with loading platform
Rear lift in height [mm]
1010 Base tyres:
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
laden
unladen 854
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/4100
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
450 Front axle 235/65 R16C
Vehicle height [mm]
2242
2329 375
907143
26.07.2019
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
N/A Rear axle 235/65 R16C
Minimal ground clearance
160
163 N/A
Single
cab
with
loading
platform
Rear lift in height [mm]
854
1010 Base tyres:
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/4100
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
375
450 Front axle 235/65 R16C
907143
26.07.2019
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A Rear axle 235/65 R16C

Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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Cab Chassis - Medium Wheelbase

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²] Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Cargo volume [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Luggage area [m²]
front axle load [kg]
Luggage volume Permissable
[l]
Permissable
axle load
Turning clearance
circle - curbrear
to curb
[m] [kg]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

RWD, 5T, Standard roof, without tray

Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
laden
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Vehicle height [mm]
2273
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance
173
Rear lift in height [mm]
669
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
406
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
12,3
5000
1850
3500

Optional equipment:
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

RWD, 5T, Standard roof, with tray
Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

laden
unladen
2273
2360
173
176
669
831 Base tyres:
406
471 Front axle 195/75 R16C
N/A
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C

Optional equipment:
N/A MP6 engine version Euro VI
N/A S02 driver seat
N/A S23 two-seater passenger seat
Optional equipment:
N/Aversion
XZ0 Euro
model
MP6 engine
VI generation
12,3
S02 driver
seat
5000 passenger seat
S23 two-seater
1850
XZ0 model
generation
3500

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
12,3
5000
1850
3500
laden
unladen
2273
2360
173
176
831 Base tyres:
unladen 669
471 Front axle 195/75 R16C
2360 406
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C
176 N/A
831 Base tyres:
471 Front axle 195/75 R16C
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C

Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
Important notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
Please
check
whether
the
drawing
specification
complies
with
the
chassis
We reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
yourbeen
order.
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
from feasibility
checks
are not included
the the
drawing.
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
- Please check whether
the drawing
specification
compliesinwith
chassis
Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
configuration of- your
order.
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resultingmanufacture.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Chassis
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/5000
907153

Chassis
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/5000
907153

10.02.2021

10.02.2021

Optional equipment:
Dimensions & weights:
Important notes:
Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
engine
version
Eurois VI
- It isThe
thedrawing
responsibility
of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
N/A toMP6
We reserve all rights for this drawing.
may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder
ensure
that the
vehicle
suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
driver seat
forperson.
homologation after the body has been mounted.
be copied nor passed on to any third
for homologation after the body hasN/A
been S02
mounted.
N/A and
Luggage area [m²]
S23is not
two-seater
passenger seat
- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- The drawing is simplified to some extent
legally binding.
N/A XZ0 complies
Luggage volume [l]
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
model generation
- Please
check
whether
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance
of up
to +/3%. the drawing specification complies with the chassis
- Please check whether the drawing specification
with the chassis
12,3
Turning clearance circle - curbconfiguration
to curb [m] of your order.
configuration of your order.
Gross vehicle weight [kg] - Optional equipment codes not listed
5000
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting
here, KW-codes and changes resulting
1850
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
Optional
equipment:
Dimensions &must
weights:
Important notes:
3500
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
- Our instructions for the manufacture
of superstructures
be observed,
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
version
VI of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture. - It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
7,703 MP6
whenengine
planning
to fitEuro
bodies
when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
N/A P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
N/A S02
Luggage
driver seatrefer to the standard version and the base
Optional equipment:
& weights:
Important
All dimensions
tyres. notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
All dimensions refer to the Dimensions
standard version
and the area
base[m²]
tyres.
N/Aversion
Luggage
volume [l]
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
S23
two-seater
passenger
- Please
whether the
specification
complies
with the
chassis
We
reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
In laden
condition
all axles seat
are fully loaded (see table). - It is the responsibility
area
[m²] (see
Euro
VI
ofcheck
the bodybuilder
to drawing
ensure that
the vehicle
is suitable
7,703 MP6 engine
In laden condition allladen
axles Cargo
areunladen
fully
loaded
table).
12,3
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
XZ0platform
modelwith
generation
yourbeen
order.
N/A P02 steel
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume
loading
aluminium walls
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
Vehicle height [mm]
2273
2360 [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
5000
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
N/A S02 driver
Luggage area
seat
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
173
176 [m²]
Chassis
Chassis
1850
Permissable
front
axle
load
[kg]
from
feasibility
checks
are
not
included
in
the
drawing.
Base
tyres:
N/A
Luggage volume
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
S23 two-seater passenger seat
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis
Rear lift in height [mm]
669
831 [l]
4x2/5000of superstructures must be observed,
3500
Permissable
rear
axle
load
Our instructions
for the manufacture
A2LH1/RWD
4x2/5000
12,3 XZ0
Turning clearance
circle
to curb
[m] [kg]
model
generation
configuration of- your
order. A2LH1/RWD
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
406
471 Front
axle- curb
195/75
R16C
907153
10.02.2021
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
907153
10.02.2021
Gross vehicle
[kg] 195/75 R16C
5000
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resulting
Rear axle
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A weight
1850
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
3500
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
laden
unladen
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
Vehicle height [mm]
2273
2348
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
173
176
All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
Single cab with loading platform
Rear lift in height [mm]
1024 Base tyres:
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
laden
unladen 890
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/5000
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
471 Front axle 195/75 R16C
Vehicle height [mm]
2273
2348 406
907153
10.02.2021
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C
Minimal ground clearance
173
176 N/A
Single
cab
with
loading
platform
Rear lift in height [mm]
890
1024 Base tyres:
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/5000
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
406
471 Front axle 195/75 R16C
907153
10.02.2021
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C

Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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Cab Chassis - Long Wheelbase

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²] Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Cargo volume [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Luggage area [m²]
front axle load [kg]
Luggage volume Permissable
[l]
Permissable
axle load
Turning clearance
circle - curbrear
to curb
[m] [kg]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

RWD, 5T, Standard roof, without tray

Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
laden
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Vehicle height [mm]
2271
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance
173
Rear lift in height [mm]
668
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
405
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
14,3
5000
1850
3500

Optional equipment:
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

RWD, 5T, Standard roof, with tray
Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

laden
unladen
2271
2351
173
176
668
827 Base tyres:
405
461 Front axle 195/75 R16C
N/A
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C

Optional equipment:
N/A MP6 engine version Euro VI
N/A S02 driver seat
N/A S23 two-seater passenger seat
Optional equipment:
N/Aversion
XZ0 Euro
model
MP6 engine
VI generation
14,3
S02 driver
seat
5000 passenger seat
S23 two-seater
1850
XZ0 model
generation
3500

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
14,3
5000
1850
3500
laden
unladen
2271
2351
173
176
827 Base tyres:
unladen 668
461 Front axle 195/75 R16C
2351 405
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C
176 N/A
827 Base tyres:
461 Front axle 195/75 R16C
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C

Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
Important notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
Please
check
whether
the
drawing
specification
complies
with
the
chassis
We reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
yourbeen
order.
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
from feasibility
checks
are not included
the the
drawing.
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
- Please check whether
the drawing
specification
compliesinwith
chassis
Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
configuration of- your
order.
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resultingmanufacture.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Chassis
A3LH1/RWD 4x2/5000
907155

Chassis
A3LH1/RWD 4x2/5000
907155

26.07.2019

26.07.2019

Optional equipment:
Dimensions & weights:
Important notes:
Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
engine
version
Eurois VI
- It isThe
thedrawing
responsibility
of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
N/A toMP6
We reserve all rights for this drawing.
may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder
ensure
that the
vehicle
suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
driver seat
forperson.
homologation after the body has been mounted.
be copied nor passed on to any third
for homologation after the body hasN/A
been S02
mounted.
N/A and
Luggage area [m²]
S23is not
two-seater
passenger seat
- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- The drawing is simplified to some extent
legally binding.
N/A XZ0 complies
Luggage volume [l]
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
model generation
- Please
check
whether
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance
of up
to +/3%. the drawing specification complies with the chassis
- Please check whether the drawing specification
with the chassis
14,3
Turning clearance circle - curbconfiguration
to curb [m] of your order.
configuration of your order.
Gross vehicle weight [kg] - Optional equipment codes not listed
5000
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting
here, KW-codes and changes resulting
1850
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
Optional
equipment:
Dimensions &must
weights:
Important notes:
3500
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
- Our instructions for the manufacture
of superstructures
be observed,
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
version
VI of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture. - It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
9,198 MP6
whenengine
planning
to fitEuro
bodies
when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
N/A P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
N/A S02
Luggage
driver seatrefer to the standard version and the base
Optional equipment:
& weights:
Important
All dimensions
tyres. notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
All dimensions refer to the Dimensions
standard version
and the area
base[m²]
tyres.
N/Aversion
Luggage
volume [l]
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
S23
two-seater
passenger
- Please
whether the
specification
complies
with the
chassis
We
reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
In laden
condition
all axles seat
are fully loaded (see table). - It is the responsibility
area
[m²] (see
Euro
VI
ofcheck
the bodybuilder
to drawing
ensure that
the vehicle
is suitable
9,198 MP6 engine
In laden condition allladen
axles Cargo
areunladen
fully
loaded
table).
14,3
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
XZ0platform
modelwith
generation
yourbeen
order.
N/A P02 steel
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume
loading
aluminium walls
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
Vehicle height [mm]
2271
2351 [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
5000
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
N/A S02 driver
Luggage area
seat
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
173
176 [m²]
Chassis
Chassis
1850
Permissable
front
axle
load
[kg]
from
feasibility
checks
are
not
included
in
the
drawing.
Base
tyres:
N/A
Luggage volume
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
S23 two-seater passenger seat
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis
Rear lift in height [mm]
668
827 [l]
4x2/5000of superstructures must be observed,
3500
Permissable
rear
axle
load
Our instructions
for the manufacture
A3LH1/RWD
4x2/5000
14,3 XZ0
Turning clearance
circle
to curb
[m] [kg]
model
generation
configuration of- your
order. A3LH1/RWD
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
405
461 Front
axle- curb
195/75
R16C
907155
26.07.2019
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
907155
26.07.2019
Gross vehicle
[kg] 195/75 R16C
5000
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resulting
Rear axle
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A weight
1850
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
3500
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
laden
unladen
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
Vehicle height [mm]
2271
2337
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
173
176
All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
Single cab with loading platform
Rear lift in height [mm]
1019 Base tyres:
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
laden
unladen 889
A3LH1/RWD 4x2/5000
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
461 Front axle 195/75 R16C
Vehicle height [mm]
2271
2337 405
907155
26.07.2019
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C
Minimal ground clearance
173
176 N/A
Single
cab
with
loading
platform
Rear lift in height [mm]
889
1019 Base tyres:
A3LH1/RWD 4x2/5000
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
405
461 Front axle 195/75 R16C
907155
26.07.2019
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C

Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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Dual Cab Chassis - Long Wheelbase

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²] Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Cargo volume [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Luggage area [m²]
front axle load [kg]
Luggage volume Permissable
[l]
Permissable
axle load
Turning clearance
circle - curbrear
to curb
[m] [kg]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

RWD, 5T, Standard roof, without tray

Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
laden
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Vehicle height [mm]
2264
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance
173
Rear lift in height [mm]
668
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
405
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A

Dimensions & weights:
Cargo area [m²]
Cargo volume [m³]
Luggage area [m²]
Luggage volume [l]
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]
Permissable rear axle load [kg]

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
14,3
5000
1850
3500

Optional equipment:
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

RWD, 5T, Standard roof, with tray
Vehicle height [mm]
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

laden
unladen
2264
2345
173
176
668
821 Base tyres:
405
455 Front axle 195/75 R16C
N/A
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C

Optional equipment:
N/A MP6 engine version Euro VI
N/A S02 driver seat
N/A S23 two-seater passenger seat
Optional equipment:
N/Aversion
XZ0 Euro
model
MP6 engine
VI generation
14,3
S02 driver
seat
5000 passenger seat
S23 two-seater
1850
XZ0 model
generation
3500

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
14,3
5000
1850
3500
laden
unladen
2264
2345
173
176
821 Base tyres:
unladen 668
455 Front axle 195/75 R16C
2345 405
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C
176 N/A
821 Base tyres:
455 Front axle 195/75 R16C
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C

Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
Important notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
Please
check
whether
the
drawing
specification
complies
with
the
chassis
We reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
yourbeen
order.
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
from feasibility
checks
are not included
the the
drawing.
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
- Please check whether
the drawing
specification
compliesinwith
chassis
Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
configuration of- your
order.
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resultingmanufacture.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Crew cab
A3LH1/RWD 4x2/5000
907255
Crew cab
A3LH1/RWD 4x2/5000
907255
26.07.2019

26.07.2019

Optional equipment:
Dimensions & weights:
Important notes:
Important notes:
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
engine
version
Eurois VI
- It isThe
thedrawing
responsibility
of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
N/A toMP6
We reserve all rights for this drawing.
may neither
- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder
ensure
that the
vehicle
suitable
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
driver seat
forperson.
homologation after the body has been mounted.
be copied nor passed on to any third
for homologation after the body hasN/A
been S02
mounted.
N/A and
Luggage area [m²]
S23is not
two-seater
passenger seat
- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- The drawing is simplified to some extent
legally binding.
N/A XZ0 complies
Luggage volume [l]
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
model generation
- Please
check
whether
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance
of up
to +/3%. the drawing specification complies with the chassis
- Please check whether the drawing specification
with the chassis
14,3
Turning clearance circle - curbconfiguration
to curb [m] of your order.
configuration of your order.
Gross vehicle weight [kg] - Optional equipment codes not listed
5000
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting
here, KW-codes and changes resulting
1850
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
Optional
equipment:
Dimensions &must
weights:
Important notes:
3500
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructions
for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed,
- Our instructions for the manufacture
of superstructures
be observed,
We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither
Cargo area [m²]
version
VI of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture. - It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable
7,703 MP6
whenengine
planning
to fitEuro
bodies
when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
N/A P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume [m³]
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
N/A S02
Luggage
driver seatrefer to the standard version and the base
Optional equipment:
& weights:
Important
All dimensions
tyres. notes:- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
All dimensions refer to the Dimensions
standard version
and the area
base[m²]
tyres.
N/Aversion
Luggage
volume [l]
Dimensions
subject
a tolerance
up to +/- 3%.
S23
two-seater
passenger
- Please
whether the
specification
complies
with the
chassis
We
reserve all rights
for this are
drawing.
Thetodrawing
may of
neither
In laden
condition
all axles seat
are fully loaded (see table). - It is the responsibility
area
[m²] (see
Euro
VI
ofcheck
the bodybuilder
to drawing
ensure that
the vehicle
is suitable
7,703 MP6 engine
In laden condition allladen
axles Cargo
areunladen
fully
loaded
table).
14,3
Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
XZ0platform
modelwith
generation
yourbeen
order.
N/A P02 steel
be copied nor passed on to any third person.
Cargo volume
loading
aluminium walls
for homologationconfiguration
after the bodyofhas
mounted.
Vehicle height [mm]
2264
2345 [m³]
Gross vehicle weight [kg]
5000
- Optional to
equipment
codes
listed
here,binding.
KW-codes and changes resulting
N/A S02 driver
Luggage area
seat
- The drawing is simplified
some extent
andnot
is not
legally
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
173
176 [m²]
Crew
cab
Crew
cab
1850
Permissable
front
axle
load
[kg]
from
feasibility
checks
are
not
included
in
the
drawing.
Base
tyres:
N/A
Luggage volume
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.
S23 two-seater passenger seat
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis
Rear lift in height [mm]
668
821 [l]
4x2/5000of superstructures must be observed,
3500
Permissable
rear
axle
load
Our instructions
for the manufacture
A3LH1/RWD
4x2/5000
14,3 XZ0
Turning clearance
circle
to curb
[m] [kg]
model
generation
configuration of- your
order. A3LH1/RWD
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
405
455 Front
axle- curb
195/75
R16C
907255
26.07.2019
when
planning
to fit here,
bodies
of other than
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
907255
26.07.2019
Gross vehicle
[kg] 195/75 R16C
5000
- Optional equipment
codes
not listed
KW-codes
and changes
resulting
Rear axle
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A weight
1850
Permissable front axle load [kg]
from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
refer to
standard version
the base tyres.
3500
Permissable rear axle load [kg]
- Our instructionsAll
fordimensions
the manufacture
ofthe
superstructures
mustand
be observed,
In fit
laden
condition
axles
are fully loaded
(see table).
laden
unladen
when planning to
bodies
of otherallthan
Mercedes-Benz
manufacture.
Vehicle height [mm]
2264
2332
Minimal ground clearance [mm]
173
176
All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
Double cab with loading platform
Rear lift in height [mm]
1015 Base tyres:
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
laden
unladen 890
A3LH1/RWD 4x2/5000
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
455 Front axle 195/75 R16C
Vehicle height [mm]
2264
2332 405
907255
26.07.2019
Side cargo[mm]
step height [mm]
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C
Minimal ground clearance
173
176 N/A
Double
cab
with
loading platform
Rear lift in height [mm]
890
1015 Base tyres:
A3LH1/RWD 4x2/5000
Driver‘s door step height [mm]
405
455 Front axle 195/75 R16C
907255
26.07.2019
Side cargo step height [mm]
N/A
N/A Rear axle 195/75 R16C

Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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Sprinter Solutions

Disclaimer: Seats are locally fitted.
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Standard equipment

Sprinter Solutions (RWD)

Exterior

Safety

Technical

Radiator grille frame in vehicle colour

Active Brake Assist

Heavy-duty battery

Electrically foldable exterior mirrors

Blind Spot Assist

Terminal strip for electrical connection

Exterior mirror heated and electrically adjustable

Lane Keeping Assist - standard on vehicles with GVM greater than 3.49t

Starting aid contact

Side marker lights

ATTENTION ASSIST

Charging package dashboard

Front mud flaps

ADAPTIVE Electronic Stability Program (ESP9i) incorporates:

Multi-button radio remote control

Rear mud flaps

- Hill-Start Assist
- Acceleration Skid Control (ASR)
- Brake Assist (BAS)
- Anti-locking Braking System (ABS)
- Crosswind Assist
- Electronic Brake Force
Distribution (EBD)

Outside temperature indicator

Window in tailgate / Rear hinged doors
Van with panorama glazing
Interior
Keyless Start
Drive Select

- Brake Disc Wipe
- Electronic Brake Prefill
- Enhanced Understeer Control (EUC)
- Load Adaptive Control (LAC)
- Roll-Over Mitigation (ROM)
- Roll Movement Intervention (RMI)
- ESP Trailer Stabilisation (TSA)
- Easy Lane Change (ELC)

Fuel Tank 71 Litre (RWD)
Exhaust straight to chassis rear
Fuel filter with water separator
Longitudinal member reinforcement
7G-TRONIC automatic transmission (RWD)
Engine Power take-off at front with carrier for additional (RWD)

Multifunction steering wheel

Reversing camera

Height and rake adjustable steering wheel

Multi-button radio remote control

Load

MBUX multimedia system with 7-inch touch screen

Seat belt reminder for co-driver seat

Electrical components for trailer socket

Rear mirror inside

Seat belt warning for driver's seat

Sliding door left

Shelf above windscreen

Illumination for traffic driving on left

Rear Barn Doors on ELWB

Cup holders front

Headlight assistant

Stowage compartment underneath cockpit

3rd brake light

Warranty

Air conditioning semi-autom. controlled TEMPMATIC

Adaptive brake light

3 year/200,000km

Instrument cluster with colour display

Cruise control

Overhead control panel with 2 reading lamps

Airbag front driver and co-driver's seat

24 hour roadside assist support package, see MBV
RoadCare booklet for full details

Cruise control

Windowbags for driver and co-driver

Adjustable driver and passenger seat

Daytime running lights

Fabric Caluma black

This document is reference material only.
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Technical Data

RWD Sprinter Solutions | 3.49 - 3.55t - 4.10 - 5.10t

Designation

VS30 Sprinter

Body Style

RWD Sprinter Solutions

Variant
Model Type / Baumuster

314 MWB

319 MWB

419 MWB

416 LWB

519 EXL

90763323-N2B

90763323-N5M

90764323-N5B

90764523-N3B

90765723-N5B

Engine

651

642

642

651

642

Capacity [cc]

2143

2987

2987

2143

2987

Max. Power [kW]

105

140

140

120

140

Fuel Capacity [liter]

71

71

71

71

71

Length [mm]

5932

5932

5932

6967

7367

Width [mm]

2020

2020

2020

2020

2020

Height (Std. Roof) [mm]

2531

2531

2578

na

na

9

9

9

na

na

Height (High Roof) [mm]

2820

2820

2867

2863

2903

Cargo Vol. (High Roof) [m3]

10.5

10.5

9

14

15.4

na

na

na

2878

3112
16.9

Cargo Vol. (Std. Roof) [m3]

Height (Super High Roof) [mm]
Cargo Vol. (Super High Roof) [m3]

na

na

na

15.5

Ground Clearance [mm]

162

162

163

163

176

Wheelbase [mm]

3665

3665

3665

4325

4325

Overhang [mm]

1246

1246

1246

1621

2021

Transmission

7AT

7AT

7AT

7AT

7AT

3.923

3.692

3.692

3.692

3.923

Axle Ratio
Maximum Towing [kg]

2000

2000

2000

2000

3500

GCM1 [kg]

5490

5550

6100

5500

7000

GVM2 [kg]

3490

3550

4100

4100

5000

Front Axle Mass Limit3 [kg]

1650

1650

1860

1860

1850

Rear Axle Mass Limit [kg]

2250

2250

2430

2430

3500

Payload4 [kg]

1221

1251

1802

1601

2237

Unladen Mass5 [kg]

2269

2299

2298

2499

2763

EU Kerb Mass6 [kg]

2338

2374

2367

2568

2832

Tare Mass7 [kg]

2218

2254

2247

2448

2712

Disclaimer
1
Gross Combination Mass (GCM) is the total permissible combined weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel, cargo plus trailer being towed if any.
2
Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the total permissible weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel and cargo.
3
Front Axle Mass Limit without A50.
4
Payload = GVM - Unladen mass
5
Unladen mass = vehicle with all standard equipment, 100% fuel and no occupants.
6
EU Kerb Mass = Mass of the unladen vehicle with a 75kg driver, 90% fuel and 100% of all other fluids.
7
Tare Mass = 10 litres fuel, no occupants.

Weights are intended as a guide only. For accuracy, the actual vehicle should always be weighed to determine the exact weight for the specifications
ordered. Weight tolerance of up to +5% in production, and additional weight of optional equipment must be taken into consideration.
NOTE: Mass variations (mass ranges provided depend upon individual model - see your dealer or more information if required)
All-wheel drive option increases kerb mass by 140-200 kg.
All-wheel drive option decreases payload by 140-200 kg.
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Colours and Upholstery

Sprinter

Non-metallic paints (no additional cost)

Arctic White (9147)
(Standard for all trims)

Interior upholstery

Jupiter Red (3589)

Steel Blue (5389)
Maturin black fabric
(Code VF7)

Non-metallic paints (additional cost)

Blue Grey (7709)

NOT PICTURED:

Magma Red (3586)

Broom Yellow (1212*)

Atlantis Blue (5373)

Traffic Red (3620)

Aqua Green (6830)

Stone Grey (7160)

Toll Green (6907)

Velvet Red (3583)

Pebble Grey (7701)

Caluma black fabric
(Standard)
(Code VF4)

Black ARTICO
man-made leather
(Code VF6)

Jet Black (9040)

Metallic paints

Cavansite Blue (5890)

Selenite Grey (7992)

Iridium Silver (9775)

Obsidian Black (9197)

Tenorite Grey (7755)

* Not available on Cab Chassis and Dual Cab Chassis.
Manufacturer's Recommended List Price excludes dealer delivery and on road costs.
This document is reference material only.
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IMPORTANT! This brochure has been compiled by MBNZ to provide a general indication of the models available in New
Zealand. Some of the features, optional extras and/or colours shown may not be available in New Zealand or may only
be available in a particular specification. Additionally, some models, features, optional extras and/or colours may only
be available in combination with others. Some equipment depicted either on vehicle illustrations or separately may be
non - standard or options and may only, where applicable, be available at an additional cost. For current information on
the availability, design features and prices of all models, features, optional extras and/or colours available in New
Zealand, you should contact your authorised Mercedes-Benz Vans Dealer at www.mercedes-benz.co.nz/vans
All of the information contained in this brochure was correct as at February 2021. However, the manufacturer reserves the
right to discontinue, make changes to design and specifications to vehicles or optional equipment without notice.
The

and the words Mercedes-Benz are registered trademarks of Daimler AG, Stuttgart, Germany.

Mercedes-Benz New Zealand Limited, Level 3, Office Tower, 277 Broadway, Newmarket, NZ.

